AGENDA
Bar Harbor Town Council
August 16, 2022
The public can monitor by watching Spectrum channel 1303 or by live streaming on the town’s
website, www.barharbormaine.gov
I.
CALL TO ORDER – 7:00 P.M.
A. Excused Absence(s)
II.
READING OF THE MEETING GROUND RULES
III.
COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS – Council to consider Appointments Committee
recommendations to appoint the following with expiration date of July 31 of the applicable
year:
1. Age Friendly Committee: Three-year term
a. Peter Houghton
2. Parks & Recreation Committee: Three-year term
a. Bob Huff, YMCA Representative
3. Planning Board: Three-year term
a. Calistra Martinez
4. Task Force on the Climate Emergency: Three-year term
a. Kaitlyn Burke
IV.
PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD - The Town Council allows at this time up to fifteen
minutes of public comment on any subject not on the agenda and not in litigation with a
maximum of three minutes per person.
V.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES - August 2, 2022 – Regular Meeting

VI.

ADOPTION OF AGENDA

VII.

PUBLIC HEARINGS:
A. Special Amusement Permits
1. Atlantic Oceanside Hotel, 119 Eden Street, request for renewal of Class 3ad,
three or more musicians with mechanical amplification and dancing as
submitted by David C. Witham.
2. Bar Harbor Club & Spa, 111 West Street, request for renewal of Class 3ad,
three or more musicians with mechanical amplification and dancing as
submitted by Richard Ade.
B. Land Use Ordinance Amendments—Public comment and possible motion to sign
the orders placing the following LUO amendments on the November 8, 2022 special
town meeting warrant:
1. Removal of the Two-Thirds Majority Vote Requirement
2. Citizen Petition LUO Amendment: Marijuana Stores
C. Citizen Petition: Marijuana Stores Licensing—Public comment and possible
motion to sign the order placing the proposed ordinance on the November 8, 2022
special town meeting warrant.
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D. Senior Taxpayer Assistance Ordinance Amendment #2022-03 – Public comment
and possible adoption of the new ordinance.
VIII. UNFINISHED BUSINESS:
A. LUO Amendment Appendix A: Design Review Board—Possible motion to sign the
order placing this article on the November 8, 2022 special town meeting warrant.
B. Cruise Management Plan
C. Dog Park
D. Treasurer’s Warrant - Request of Treasurer to authorize paid bills.
IX.
NEW BUSINESS
A. The Jackson Laboratory—Community update
B. Highbrook Road—Speed limit request
C. Council Policy Review
1. Personnel Rules
2. Snow Removal Policy
3. Poverty Abatement Policy
D. Comprehensive Plan—Update
X.
TOWN MANAGER’S COMMENTS
XI.
COUNCIL COMMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR FUTURE AGENDAS
XII. EXECUTIVE SESSION
XIII. ADJOURNMENT

In order to assure your full participation in this meeting, we would appreciate your informing us of any
special requirements you might have due to a disability. Please call 288-4098

8/24/2022 4:04 PM

Manager’s Office
Municipal Building
93 Cottage Street
Bar Harbor, ME 04069

Kevin L. Sutherland
Town Manager
manager@barharbormaine.gov

MEMORANDUM
To: Bar Harbor Town Council
cc: Department Heads
From: Kevin Sutherland, Town Manager
Date: August 12, 2022
Re: August 16, 2022 Council Agenda
I.

A. Excused Absence(s)—If needed, a possible motion:

VII.

PUBLIC HEARINGS

to excuse Councilor ______ as provided by Town Charter section C-12.B(1)(d).

A. Special Amusement Permit
1. Atlantic Oceanside Hotel – Following public comments, a possible motion: to

approve the Special Amusement Permit renewal application for Atlantic
Oceanside H otel located at 119 Eden Street for a Class 3ad permit, three or more
musicians with mechanical amplification and dancing as submitted by David C.
Witham.

2. Bar Harbor Club & Spa – Following public comments, a possible motion: to approve

the Special Amusement Permit renewal application for Atlantic Oceanside H otel
located at 111 West Street for a Class 3ad permit, three or more musicians with
mechanical amplification and dancing as submitted by Richard Ade.

B. Land Use Ordinance Amendments
1. Removal of the Two-Thirds Majority Vote Requirement – This was previously
discussed at the February 15th meeting, but due to timing we were unable to add to the
June ballot and therefore the public hearing is being held now for anticipation that the
Council will move it forward for the voters to decide on November 8th.
After the public hearing, a possible motion: to sign the order placing the Land Use

Ordinance Amendment removing the two-thirds majority vote requirement on
the November 8, 2022 special town meeting warrant.

2. Citizen Petition LUO Amendment: Marijuana Stores – This is a citizen’s petition to
define Retail Marijuana stores and place them in specific districts in the Land Use
Ordinance. See explanation section on the order.
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After the public hearing, a possible motion: to sign the order placing the Citizen’s

Petition Land Use Ordinance Amendment: Marijuana Retail stores on the
November 8, 2022 special town meeting warrant.

C. Citizen Petition: Marijuana Stores Licensing – We’ve created a warrant article for this
item as well because while the Council does have the option to simply adopt a licensing
ordinance after the public hearing, it may be confusing to have this in our ordinances
without a Land Use definition or locations where it could be allowed. Additionally, I’ve
consulted our attorney about adding ‘contingent on voter approval of the Land Use
Ordinance Amendment’ but was advised against any modifications to a citizen petition.
After the public hearing, a possible motion: to sign the order placing the Citizen’s

Petition for Adult Use Marijuana Store Licensing Ordinance on the November 8,
2022 special town meeting warrant.
D. Senior Taxpayer Assistance Ordinance #2022-03 - We shared a concept of this
ordinance at the May 17th Council meeting. The proposed new ordinance is based on a
recently revised City of Saco program. It’s a match program for the state’s Property Tax
Fairness Credit.
How it would work:
A resident, by the December 1st deadline for this year (and August 1st in future years), would
submit the state program form as part of their tax filing from April along with our
application (to be developed in time for the public hearing and final vote) which would be
used to establish the credit they’d receive in the following year. i.e. Information filed for
Calendar year 2021 (in April 2022).
Because of the timing of its implementation, if the application is complete and submitted
before December 1st, it would be credited toward the second half of the tax bill in Fiscal
Year 2023 (the bill that is due March 31th, 2023). In future years, it will be credited to the
first tax bill and the application will be due by August 1st.
See pages 37-39 for the ordinance language.
I believe this program would cost around $85,000 and talking with the Age Friendly
Committee we very well might be able to find some volunteers to help senior citizens apply
for and participate in the program.
After the public hearing, a possible motion: to adopt Chapter 162 of the Municipal Code,

Senior Taxpayer Assistance Program, as presented.
VIII.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS – Unfinished business is a section of the agenda for regular
business that is meant to be voted on by the Council. Unfinished Business items are those that
are routine in nature, have previously come before Council as a New Business item, or are time
sensitive.
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A. LUO Amendment Appendix A: Design Review Board – See enclosed memo from Steve
Fuller, Assistant Planner. No public hearing is required for this amendment.
A possible motion: to sign the order placing the article on the November 8, 2022

Special Town Meeting Warrant.

B. Cruise Management Plan – At the February 15th Council meeting, I asked the Council to
appoint myself, two Councilors, and two additional people at my discretion to “negotiate
with the cruise ship industry a reduction in cruise ships and/or passengers for calendar year
2023 and beyond.”
Since then, Councilors Goldthwait and Peacock, our Harbormaster Chris Wharff, a state
representation through the Maine Office of Tourism, Sarah Flink, and I met several times
over the course of nearly six months to share our concerns and develop a meaningful
dialogue about how we can move forward with meaningful reductions.
At the August 2nd meeting, we presented our findings and recommendations which can be
found on the Manager’s page of the Town website. As part of the presentation and
discussion, I asked for comments, questions, and general feedback from the community.
Included in the packet are all the emails I’ve received. I am continuing to work on the
questions raised through out the correspondence. This will be posted on the Cruise Ship
Working Group site when I’ve completed the document and will share with the Council
under separate email as well.
My hope is that the Council will discuss the merits of what the working group has negotiated
and, with the feedback received, consider modifications to or support this approach as is.
A draft MOA is not ready yet, but I hope to have something up on the site before we meet
Tuesday.
Possible motions: To support the Working Groups Cruise Management plan as

presented on August 2nd and further clarified this evening.

To instruct the Town Manager to sign Memoranda of Agreement with the cruise
lines that anchor in Bar Harbor.
To work with staff and interested parties to develop a shoreside vendor ordinance.
To authorize the H arbormaster to accept cruise ship requests that are not currently
booked for the remainder of 2022 and who meet the newly agreed upon limits to
anchor through the 2023 season.
C. Dog Park – This item was previously discussed at the July 19th meeting but no action was
taken to develop a fund or create an MOU. I will look to bring an MOU for Council
consideration to the September 6th meeting.
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A possible motion: To allow the Town of Bar H arbor to accept donations on behalf of

a proposed dog park, and serve as fiduciary to safeguard the funds.

D. Treasurer’s Warrant—A possible motion: to sign the Treasurer’s Warrants for paid

bills.

IX.

NEW BUSINESS – New Business items are meant to serve as updates to the Council or as an
introduction to a new topic. It is not anticipated that the Council would act (i.e. make motions
or vote) on these items as new business.
A. The Jackson Laboratory – Representatives from the Jackson Laboratory would like an
opportunity to present a community update with the Council.
B. Highbrook Road – Included in the packet is a petition signed by residents of Highbrook,
Bloomfield, Cleftstone, and Champlain Roads. According to our Speed Limit Policy, one
possible avenue to get a request for a change on a Council agenda is to collect enough
signatures from homeowners. These residents have done so, but with the transition to my
role as Town Manager and the learning curve I had neglected to put this on track for a
Council agenda and conversation. To the residents, I apologize for my inaction. The next
step would be for us to collect new/additional data or, if the Council just wanted to move
forward with a request to the MDOT as the town does not have authority to change the
speed limits, they’d need to call for a public hearing ahead of sending the request to MDOT.
A possible motion: To set a public hearing to request the Maine Department of

Transportation consider reducing the speed on H ighbrook Road, Bloomfield Road,
Cleftstone Road, and Champlain Road in Bar H arbor for September 20th, 2022.
C. Council Policy Review - As part of the changes we agreed to in the Rules of Order was to
stretch out the time to review and address changes to the group of policies that exist (see
town website) from the first meeting of the new session (6/21) to “over the course of the
year.”
1. Personnel Rules - At the last two meetings we ran out of time to address a pretty big
topic, personnel rules. I know the document still needs more work before I would ask
the Council to approve changes, but I am looking for some more direction from
Council to discuss some of the ideas or concerns raised by staff and the unions over the
last few months. See your Aug. 2 packet, page 137, for current working version with
comments.
2. Snow Removal Policy - The decision to review this policy at this time is a shift from
our original timeline (revised timeline on page 101) as we’re currently considering the
replacement of the sidewalk plow and based on previous Councilor comments would
like to discuss the retention of the equipment. The revisions suggested by staff do not
include the additional sidewalk work that could be considered. Another challenge, if the
Council is inclined to add routes, is staffing.
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3. Poverty Abatement Policy – The changes proposed include language to allow for
recording a lien with registry of deeds and clarifying the history of the recommended
policies from MMA. Also enclosed for reference is the application for a poverty
abatement.
D. Comprehensive Plan – The Comprehensive Planning Committee (CPC) regularly meets
the week before the mid-month Council meeting. Council Chair Peacock is a member of the
committee and we reserve this time for an update on the committee’s progress.
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August 2, 2022 – Jill G
BH Appointments Committee
Present: Jeff Dobbs, Matt Hochman, Jill Goldthwait

III

The Appointments Committee met on August 2, 2022, interviewed four candidates, and by
unanimous vote makes the following recommendations to Town Council for members of town
Boards and Committees:
For a 3-year term on the Age Friendly Committee, Peter Houghton.
Peter is a resident of Birch Bay Village and brings the perspective of a person in his late
80’s to the committee, an age at which he sees elders “suffering” with the challenges of aging.
“It’s tragic,” he says, “and more could be done.” He also adds gender diversity to the
committee.
For a 3-year term on the Climate Emergency Task Force, Kaitlyn Burke.
Kaitlyn will begin her senior year at COA this fall. She is interested in sustainability and
municipal government; this committee involves both and she wants very much to participate.
As a COA student she can find practical applications for the work of the Task Force on her
campus and in the community.
For a 3-year term on the Parks and Recreation Committee, Bob Huff.
Bob applied to be re-appointed to Parks & Rec as the representative of the YMCA (a
designated committee seat) where he is a staff member. As a resident of Bar Harbor he will be
able to vote. He likes being involved with “community assets.” Parking is insufficient near the
YM and the ballfields in summer, both facilities being heavily used, and people park in the YM
lot to use the ballfields or park illegally at the south end of the ballfields.
For a 3-year term on the Planning Board, Cali (Calistra) Martinez.
Cali is a 2022 graduate of COA who is now working for a local planning consultancy
whose specialties include land use and community planning. She is a member of the BH
Comprehensive Plan Committee. She has significant experience working on planning projects
for COA.
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Minutes
Bar Harbor Town Council
August 2, 2022
I.

CALL TO ORDER – 7:00 P.M. In attendance were Councilors Valerie Peacock,
Matthew Hochman, Joe Minutolo, Jill Goldthwait, Erin Cough, Jeff Dobbs, and Gary
Friedmann; Town Manager Kevin Sutherland and Town Clerk Liz Graves.

II.

EXECUTIVE SESSION—Consultation with Town Attorney on legal rights of future
actions related to the Citizen Petition LUO Amendment on Cruise Ship Disembarkations
as permitted by 1 MRSA §405.6.E.—Mr. Hochman, with second by Ms. Cough, moved to
enter into executive session to discuss the legal rights of further actions related to the
Citizen Petition LUO amendment, as permitted under 1 MRSA §405.6.E. Roll Call Vote:
Minutolo
Y
Goldthwait
Y
Cough
Y
Peacock
Y
Hochman
Y
Dobbs
Y
Friedmann
Y
Motion passed 7-0.
Councilors, Mr. Sutherland and attorney Tim Pease participated in the executive session.
Council returned to regular session at 7:25 p.m. Action was taken at agenda item IXA.

III.
IV.

READING OF THE MEETING GROUND RULES
PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD - The Town Council allows at this time up to fifteen
minutes of public comment on any subject not on the agenda and not in litigation with a
maximum of three minutes per person.—None.

V.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
A. July 19, 2022 Regular Meeting—Without objection, Ms. Graves requested a
correction on page 1, specifying in the motion that Mr. Siklosi was appointed
to an Associate Member seat on the Appeals Board. Mr. Hochman, with
second by Ms. Cough, moved to approve the July 19, 2022 Regular Meeting
minutes as amended. Roll Call Vote:

VI.

Minutolo
Y
Goldthwait
Y
Cough
Y
Peacock
Y
Hochman
Y
Dobbs
Y
Friedmann
Y
Motion passed 7-0.
ADOPTION OF AGENDA— Mr. Hochman, with second by Ms. Cough, moved to
adopt the agenda as presented. Roll Call Vote:
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VII.

Minutolo
Y
Goldthwait
Y
Cough
Y
Peacock
Y
Hochman
Y
Dobbs
Y
Friedmann
Y
Motion passed 7-0.
CONSENT AGENDA - A single vote has been scheduled to approve the following
routine items of business without discussion, unless individual agenda item action is
requested by a Councilor:
A. Certification of Property Owners Mailing List – Possible motion to sign the
certification of the mailing list used for notice of the Town Council’s Public
Hearings July 19 and August 16, 2022 for three possible LUO Amendments for
the November 8, 2022 Special Town Meeting warrant.
B. Fire Department Mutual Aid – Possible motion to authorize the Bar Harbor Fire
Chief to sign the Mutual Aid Agreement with the Town of Mount Desert.

C. Council Policies— Possible motion to approve the Acquired Property and
Purchasing Policy amendments as presented and update the Tax Payment Policy
legislative history to reflect reviewed by Council as of 8-2-2022.
Mr. Hochman, with second by Ms. Cough, moved to approve the consent agenda as
published. Roll Call Vote:
Minutolo
Y
Goldthwait
Y
Cough
Y
Peacock
Y
Hochman
Y
Dobbs
Y
Friedmann
Y
Motion passed 7-0.
VIII. PUBLIC HEARINGS—Maximum of 3 minutes per person.
A. Special Amusement Permits
1. Ivy Manor Inn, 194 Main St, request for renewal of Class 2ao, two
musicians with outdoor mechanical amplification as submitted by Elizabeth
Bunker.—There being no public comment, Mr. Hochman, with second by
Ms. Cough, moved to approve the Special Amusement Permit renewal
application for Ivy Manor Inn for a Class 2ao permit, two musicians with
outdoor mechanical amplification as submitted by Elizabeth Bunker. Roll
Call Vote:
Minutolo
Goldthwait
Cough
Peacock

Y
Y
Y
Y
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IX.

Hochman
Y
Dobbs
Y
Friedmann
Y
Motion passed 7-0.
UNFINISHED BUSINESS:
A. Citizen Petition LUO Amendment: Cruise Ship Disembarkations—possible
motion to sign the order placing the amendment on the November 8, 2022 Special
Town Meeting Warrant.—Following discussion, Mr. Hochman, with second by
Ms. Cough, moved to sign the order placing the amendment on the November 8,
2022 Special Town Meeting Warrant. Roll Call Vote:
Minutolo
Y
Goldthwait
Y
Cough
Y
Peacock
Y
Hochman
Y
Dobbs
N
Friedmann
Y
Motion passed 6-1.
B. Chapter 170 Shellfish Conservation Ordinance Amendment—Introduction and
possible motion to call for a public hearing September 6, 2022 on ordinance
amendment.—Marine Resources Committee Chair Chris Petersen presented the
change and answered Council questions. Following discussion, Mr. Hochman,
with second by Ms. Cough, moved to set a public hearing for September 6, 2022 to
hear comments on the proposed amendment to Chapter 170, Shellfish
Conservation Ordinance. Roll Call Vote:
Minutolo
Y
Goldthwait
Y
Cough
Y
Peacock
Y
Hochman
Y
Dobbs
Y
Friedmann
Y
Motion passed 7-0.
C. Hadley Point Road and Bayview Drive—Request for speed limit reduction.—
Ms. Peacock explained the process and the request. Police Chief Jim Willis and
requestor Kendra Rand participated in the discussion and answered Council
questions. Following discussion, Mr. Hochman, with second by Ms. Cough,
moved to set a public hearing for September 6, 2022 to request the Maine
Department of Transportation reduce the speed to 25 mph for Hadley Point Road
and Bayview Drive in Bar Harbor. Roll Call Vote:
Minutolo
Y
Goldthwait
Y
Cough
Y
Peacock
Y
Hochman
Y
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Dobbs
Y
Friedmann
Y
Motion passed 7-0.
D. Curb Cut— Possible motion to approve application for curb cuts on Mountain
Ave.—Before discussion of the application, Ms. Cough asked to be recused
because the property owner is her spouse. Mr. Hochman, with second by Mr.
Dobbs, moved to recuse Ms. Cough due to the appearance of a conflict of interest.
Roll Call Vote:
Minutolo
Y
Goldthwait
Y
Peacock
Y
Hochman
Y
Dobbs
Y
Friedmann
Y
Motion passed 6-0.
Public Works Director Bethany Leavitt presented the request and answered
Council questions. Abutting property owner Susan Paulsen also participated in the
discussion. Mr. Hochman, with second by Ms. Goldthwait, moved to approve the
curb cut permit for the Cough Family Trust at 2 Mountain Ave. Roll Call Vote:
Minutolo
Y
Goldthwait
Y
Peacock
Y
Hochman
Y
Dobbs
Y
Friedmann
N
Motion passed 5-1.
E. Treasurer’s Warrant - Request of Treasurer to authorize paid bills.—Mr.
Hochman, with second by Ms. Cough, moved to sign the Treasurer’s Warrants for
paid bills. Roll Call Vote:

X.

Minutolo
Y
Goldthwait
Y
Cough
Y
Peacock
Y
Hochman
Y
Dobbs
Y
Friedmann
Y
Motion passed 7-0.
NEW BUSINESS
A. Age Friendly Committee—Annual report—Committee Chair Susanne Hopkins
presented her report and answered Council questions.
B. Long-Term Rental Registration Program—Report from task force work—Code
Enforcement Officer Angela Chamberlain and Fire Chief Matt Bartlett presented
recommendations from the Long-Term Rental Registration Task Force and
answered Council questions.
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C. Chapter 174 Short-Term Rental Registration Ordinance Amendment—
Introduction—Code Enforcement Officer Angela Chamberlain presented the
proposed ordinance amendment, changes to the safety standards to eliminate
inconsistencies between the requirements for new construction and requirements
for a Short-Term Rental Registration inspection.
D. Cruise Management Plan—Presentation—Town Manager Kevin Sutherland
presented the plan from the working group appointed in Feburary and answered
Council questions. Police Chief Jim Willis and Special Services Lieutenant Chris
Wharff presented updates on cruise ship operations and management, including a
proposal to create a licensing process for tour operators.
E. Council Policy Review—Discussion of draft updates
1. Personnel Rules—Postponed.
XI.

TOWN MANAGER’S COMMENTS
Mr. Sutherland said that on Thursday, August 11, from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m., Maine DOT will
be closing lower Ledgelawn Ave, between the wastewater treatment facility and Great
Meadow Drive in order to perform subsurface geotechnical investigations. The work is
necessary to design the new (state-owned) Cromwell Brook bridge. During the closure a
traffic detour will be in place.
He said the dates have been announced for the upcoming Maine Municipal Association
Convention, October 5 and 6 at the Cross Insurance Center in Bangor. Councilors
interested in attending should let him know.
He said the Chamber of Commerce Business Roundtable is discussing challenges with
AT&T service. He said over the winter a representative of AT&T met with the
roundtable and promised better service, unfortunately that hasn’t really happened. One of
our efforts was to put one of the “Cell on Wheels” (COW) units that we had been using
downtown at the ferry terminal, which still hasn’t happened. He hopes to encourage
AT&T to partner with the Chamber and the town to get this resolved.
Interviews for the Communications Coordinator and Sustainability Coordinator positions
have begun; he hopes to be making some very positive announcements in the near future.
Finally, he shared that in response to the power outage experienced by many businesses
in Bar Harbor last week, Alf Anderson, on behalf of the Chamber, reached out to Versant
to understand the cause and learn what steps are being taken to prevent future power
outages. It appears the cause was increased demand for electricity in the downtown area,
especially on the hot, humid days which require adjustments to be made to the load
balancing of the power being delivered. Versant representatives said they are confident
that the short-term solution they’ve implemented will prevent similar outages and
investigating need for action on a longer-term basis. Mr. Sutherland said he has heard
from several businesses asking what the town is going to do to address this. At this time
there’s not much we can do but to try and build a further business case for the company
as to why more investment for the island is necessary, especially as we see more
electrification. There’s a lot to do in understanding the challenges we have with Versant
and how we can improve in the future.
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XII.

COUNCIL COMMENTS
Mr. Friedmann also spoke about the power outages. He said he has been working with
Versant since they came to Maine three years ago. Versant is wholly owned by Enmax,
which is owned by the City of Calgary in Alberta, Canada. He thinks that being 2,500
miles away, they’re not attuned to providing good service. He said Versant and Central
Maine Power have the worst service ratings, longer outages, and more outages than any
other investor-owned utilities in the U.S. He said he thinks the system Versant inherited
from Emera was suffering from deferred maintenance costs because Emera was sucking
profits out of Maine and sending them to Canada for years. Now, he said, Versant is
taking $50 million a year out of Eastern Maine and sending it to Calgary to build skating
rinks and sidewalks. He said the Council might at some point consider support the effort
for a consumer-owned utility in Maine. He doesn’t think there are going to be
improvements. Emera presented to the Council a number of years ago about how they
were building resiliency—there are two major transmission lines coming into Bar Harbor
and a brand-new substation. Given that, he thinks having outages here is probably either
incompetence or inattention. He said he spoke with Alf Anderson, who estimates the
recent outages were responsible for well over $100,000 in lost revenue.
Mr. Dobbs said he appreciates the work Mr. Sutherland, Ms. Peacock, and Ms.
Goldthwait did on the cruise management plan. He said he thinks the tenor of the council
has evened on this issue; we all feel like we’re getting somewhere. He also said that the
Parks & Recreation Committee has asked the Public Works Director to look into putting
in a sprinkler system in Glen Mary Pool.
Mr. Hochman said he loves hearing from constituents via email. There are a lot of
excellent, thoughtful questions and comments. Lately, however, the tone from a few
people who email often has gotten to be over the top. To those people who are constantly
questioning our ethics, who are constantly saying that we are greedy, self-serving, or only
serving the business community, he would point out that he’s happy to be sitting up here
and representing people but he and Councilor Dobbs ran unopposed this year. There are
seats open every year. He said getting involved is the way to make things better. Writing
nasty emails isn’t. Some of the things that councilors have to do is hard, especially seeing
the work that Ms. Sutherland and Ms. Peacock and Ms. Goldthwait put into working with
the cruise ship industry. He said that trying to have discussions with representatives of
the cruise lines during Cruise Ship Committee meetings was tough enough—this group
sat down with the industry and went back and forth and tried to come up with
compromises. The amount of hours that are put in would surprise a lot of people.
Ms. Cough thanked the cruise ship working group, saying it’s important work. She said
there’s still a bigger issue in this town, and it’s capacity. She hopes we are looking at
tourism capacity overall as we move forward. Mr. Sutherland said part of how we’re
tackling that question is through the Comprehensive Plan process, which can inform
recommendations going forward. Ms. Cough also said she’s concerned about a tone in
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town getting back to extreme division. She thought we were working toward being
cooperative and willing to compromise. She hopes people can see the good things about
this town and the work that is being done. She said she hears a lot of people who say they
won’t come downtown because it’s too crowded, but she encouraged people to come see
for themselves. The Norwegian Pearl is at harbor every Thursday; come downtown and
take a look. Also, councilors are always more than happy to answer questions.
Ms. Goldthwait said she agrees with Ms. Cough on the importance of tourism capacity
research; it’s going to be fundamental to a lot of decisions in the next couple of years and
we need that data to do that. Jill’s Weekly Winner is Technology Systems Administrator
Steve Cornell. She said that in one of the Appointments Committee interviews, the
applicant specifically identified Steve as somebody who stepped in to rescue them from
their own technological ineptness, in a really nice way that didn’t make them feel like an
idiot. Steve has also been helping with the interview process for some of the new hires.
She also said our Police Department was the subject of a very vicious, verbal round of
abuse this week. She was shocked when she saw the video. In the face of what she thinks
was completely out-of-line abuse, they were calm, they were professional, they explained
(to the extent anybody had an actual question other than just wanting to yell at them).
Nobody should have to take that kind of abuse for being a public servant; she said it was
shocking and disappointing and distressing to her to see them treated in that way,
knowing the many times that they have gone through personal agony watching the
situations that unfold before them and trying to deal with them. That was really low
behavior.
Mr. Minutolo said in the current dry weather conditions, people have to be really
careful. He appreciated the good communication in tonight’s meeting.
Ms. Peacock said, looking at the agenda, there’s a crazy amount of topics. The
information in the packets is technical, bureaucratic, dry—and really important. She
wants to acknowledge that these are tough times and people are super stressed. Not to
make excuses for people, but these systems that we built don’t really work for everyone,
she said. They exclude people, they marginalize people—there’s work to do to make
reparations for harm the system has caused. We all have good intentions and are here for
the right reasons and there are sleepless nights. She doesn’t condone nasty emails but she
does understand that people are frustrated. There has been no news or action on the cruise
ship work for a long time. She said she’s happy with where we are; we came to
something that is a great place for us to work from. But for people who prefer not to have
cruise ships in town, it’s been frustrating. She encourages everyone to have perspective.
She said that in face-to-face conversations with people who have bumper stickers on their
cars that don’t match her political views, she usually finds we have more in common than
we have different.
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At 10:38 p.m., Mr. Hochman, with second by Ms. Cough, moved to set aside the Rules of
Order to complete the agenda, with the exception of Item XE, Council Policy Review.
Roll Call Vote:
Minutolo
Y
Goldthwait
Y
Cough
Y
Peacock
Y
Hochman
Y
Dobbs
Y
Friedmann
Y
Motion passed 7-0.
XIII. EXECUTIVE SESSION—Discussion/Update with Council regarding Public Works
union (Teamsters) negotiations as permitted by 1 MRSA §405.6.D.—Mr. Hochman, with
second by Ms. Cough, moved to enter into executive session to discuss the managers
negotiations with the Teamsters union pursuant to 1 MRSA §405.6.D. Roll Call Vote:
Minutolo
Y
Goldthwait
Y
Cough
Y
Peacock
Y
Hochman
Y
Dobbs
Y
Friedmann
Y
Motion passed 7-0.
Councilors, Mr. Sutherland and Public Works Director Bethany Leavitt participated in
the executive session. Council returned to regular session at 11:04 p.m. No action was
taken.
XIV. ADJOURNMENT—Mr. Hochman, with second by Ms. Cough, moved to adjourn
at 11:05 p.m. Roll Call Vote:
Minutolo
Y
Goldthwait
Y
Cough
Y
Peacock
Y
Hochman
Y
Dobbs
Y
Friedmann
Y
Motion passed 7-0.

Elizabeth N. Graves, Town Clerk
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Order

VIIB1

of the Bar Harbor Town Council
for the November 8, 2022 Town Meeting
It is hereby ordered that the following article be placed on the town meeting warrant with voting
thereon to be held by Australian ballot.

WARRANT ARTICLE

Article XX LAND USE ORDINANCE AMENDMENT – Removal of the Two-thirds
Majority Vote Requirement to Amend the Land Use Ordinance– Shall an ordinance, dated
November 19, 2021, and entitled “An amendment to remove the two-thirds majority vote
requirement to amend the Land Use Ordinance;” be enacted?

REMOVAL OF THE TWO-THIRDS MAJORITY VOTE REQUIREMENT

This amendment provides that a simple majority vote at Town Meeting is required to adopt a
proposed amendment to the Land Use Ordinance, regardless of whether or not the Planning
Board votes to recommend the amendment.

EXPLANATION

Currently, following consideration of a proposed amendment to the Land Use Ordinance at a
public hearing, the Planning Board is required, by majority vote, to recommend for or against the
adoption of the amendment. If the Planning Board recommends against adoption, a two-thirds
majority vote at Town Meeting is required to adopt the amendment. If the Planning Board
recommends adoption, then a simple majority vote at Town Meeting is required to adopt the
amendment.
Under the proposed amendment, all amendments to the Land Use Ordinance require a simple
majority vote at Town Meeting, regardless of the Planning Board’s recommendation.
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An amendment to Article I
The Town of Bar Harbor hereby ordains that Chapter 125 of the Town Code is amended as
follows:
[Please Note: Old language is stricken. New language is underlined.]

Chapter 125 , LAND USE ORDINANCE
Article I General Provisions
***
§ 125-9 Amendment.

***
E. If the Planning Board recommends a proposed amendment, sSuch amendment may be
adopted by a majority vote at a duly constituted Town Meeting. If the Planning Board does
not recommend a proposed amendment, such amendment may be adopted only by a twothirds majority vote at a duly constituted Town Meeting.
***
Given under our hands and seal at Bar Harbor this sixteenth day of August, 2022:

Municipal Officers of the Town of Bar Harbor
______________________________

______________________________

Valerie Peacock, Chair

Matthew A. Hochman, Vice Chair

______________________________

______________________________

Gary Friedmann

Joseph Minutolo

______________________________

______________________________

Jefferson G. Dobbs

Erin E. Cough

______________________________
Jill Goldthwait
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VIIB2

Order

of the Bar Harbor Town Council
for the November 8, 2022 Town Meeting
It is hereby ordered that the following article be placed on the town meeting warrant with voting
thereon to be held by Australian ballot.
WARRANT ARTICLE
Article XX CITIZENS’ PETITION LAND USE ORDINANCE AMENDMENT Marijuana Stores Ordinance — Shall an ordinance dated August 16, 2022 and entitled “An
amendment to allow Retail Marijuana Stores in the Downtown Village I, Downtown
Village II, Bar Harbor Gateway, Downtown Village Transitional, and Shoreland
Development III districts,” be enacted?
SUMMARY
This amendment will allow marijuana retail stores in four existing zoning districts: § 125-17 Bar
Harbor Gateway, § 125-21 Downtown Village I, § 125-21.1 Downtown Village II, § 125-21.2
Downtown Village Transitional, and also create a new zoning district, § 125-49.2 Shoreland
General Development III, in which certain marijuana retail stores are allowed.
EXPLANATION
This amendment will create and define a new use - marijuana retail stores – which will be
allowed in four existing zoning districts: § 125-17 Bar Harbor Gateway, § 125-21 Downtown
Village I, § 125-21.1 Downtown Village II, § 125-21.2 Downtown Village Transitional, and also
create a new zoning district, § 125-49.2 Shoreland General Development III, in which certain
marijuana retail stores are allowed. The boundaries of that new district are not defined.
The marijuana retail stores will sell marijuana, marijuana products, immature plants and seedling
to adults.
In § 125-21 Downtown Village I District, marijuana retail stores will require a building permit or
a change of use permit issued by the Code Enforcement Officer.
In § 125-17 Bar Harbor Gateway, § 125-21.1 Downtown Village II, and § 125-21.2 Downtown
Village Transitional, marijuana retail stores will require site plan review by the Planning Board.
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The proposed amendment indicates it is adding a new § 125-21.1 C. (3). However, because §
125-21.1 C. (3) already exists, it appears the reference was intended to be to § 125-21.1 C. (4).
Therefore, in the ordinance language below, the reference has been changed to § 125-21.1 C. (4).
The amendment will also create a new district - § 125-49.2 Shoreland General Development III in between the existing § 125-49.1 Shoreland General Development III District and § 125-49.2
Shoreland General Development IV District.
In this new district, § 125-49.2 Shoreland General Development III, marijuana retail stores
would apparently be allowed provided the structure is no greater than 5,000 square feet in floor
area and will require site plan review by the Planning Board. However, because the proposed
petition language did not follow the Charter’s ordinance amendment format of striking old
language (stricken) and underlining new language (underlined) and because the boundaries of
that new district are not defined, the intent is somewhat unclear and may result in this section
being unenforceable as drafted.

The Town of Bar Harbor hereby ordains that Chapter 125 of the Town Code is amended as
follows:
[Please note: old language is stricken and new language is underlined.]

Chapter 125
Article III
Land Use Activities and Standards
***
§ 125-17 Bar Harbor Gateway.
***
D. Uses allowed by site plan.
(1) The following uses shall be permitted by site plan review in any part of this district: bank;
bed-and-breakfast I; bed-and-breakfast II; bed-and-breakfast III; bed-and-breakfast IV; bedand-breakfast V; child-care center; commercial boat yard; commercial fish pier; employee
living quarters; ferry terminal; farmers' market; hotel; marina; multifamily dwelling II; motel;
nursing or convalescent homes or congregate housing; parking lot; parking deck; parking
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garage, also subject to Design Review Board certificate of appropriateness; private
compulsory school; professional office building; restaurant; retail; marijuana retail store; road
construction; services; shared accommodations (SA-2 and SA-3); take-out restaurant; wind
turbines, and wireless communication facilities.
***
§ 125-21 Downtown Village I.
***
C. Allowed uses:
(1) Uses allowed by a building permit or a change of use permit with the Code Enforcement
Officer: all retail; marijuana retail store; public information, municipal and government uses;
multifamily dwelling I; restaurants and bars; theaters; galleries; services; shared
accommodations (SA-1); professional offices; all bed-and-breakfasts; food-processing
establishment; theaters; single- and two-family dwelling units; bonus dwelling unit; laundry
and dry cleaning; artist studio, eleemosynary institution, place of worship; farmers market;
home occupation.
***
§ 125-21.1 Downtown Village II.
***
C. Allowed uses.
****
(3) Uses allowed by conditional use permit: public utility.
(4) Uses allowed by site plan review: marijuana retail store.
***
§ 125-21.2 Downtown Village Transitional.
***
C. Allowed uses.
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***
(2) Uses allowed by site plan review: multifamily dwelling II; parking lot; all other types of
child-care facilities; medical clinics; automobile sales lot; automobile repair garage;
retirement community; marijuana retail store.
****
§125.49.1 Shoreland General Development III.
***
§ 125-49.2 Shoreland General Development IV.
***
§ 125-49.2 Shoreland General Development III.
D. Uses allowed by site plan.
The following uses shall be permitted by site plan review in any part of this district: motels
accessory to cabins and cottages (with such motel providing for no more than 10 sleeping
accommodations for transient uses), marina, retail (provided the structure is no greater than
5,000 square feet in floor area), marijuana retail store (provided the structure is no greater than
5,000 square feet in floor area), gallery, museum, recreational boating facility, permanent pier,
dock, wharf, breakwater or other use projecting into the water, and road construction.
***

Article XII
Construction and definitions
***
125-109 Definitions
***
Marijuana Retail Store: A retail establishment licensed pursuant to 28-B M.R.S. §101 et seq. to
sell marijuana, marijuana products, immature marijuana plants, and seedling to adult use
customers.
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***

Given under our hands and seal at Bar Harbor this ____day of ________, 2022:

Municipal Officers of the Town of Bar Harbor
______________________________
Valerie Peacock, Chair

______________________________
Matthew A. Hochman, Vice Chair

______________________________

______________________________

Gary Friedmann

Joseph Minutolo

______________________________

______________________________

Jefferson Dobbs

Erin E. Cough
______________________________
Jill Goldthwait
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Order

VIIC

of the Bar Harbor Town Council
for the November 8, 2022 Town Meeting
It is hereby ordered that the following article be placed on the town meeting warrant with voting
thereon to be held by Australian ballot.
WARRANT ARTICLE
Article XX CITIZENS’ PETITION FOR ADULT USE MARIJUANA STORE
LICENSING ORDINANCE — Shall an ordinance dated August 16, 2022 and entitled “an
Adult Use Marijuana Store Licensing Ordinance, allowing for the licensing of retail
marijuana stores in zoning districts in which retail is an allowed use,” be enacted?
SUMMARY
The purpose of this ordinance is to license a maximum of two (2) adult use marijuana stores in
Bar Harbor, pursuant to the Maine Marijuana Legalization Act.
EXPLANATION
This ordinance licenses adult use marijuana stores. It does not allow for cultivation,
manufacturing or testing facilities. It allows for up to two adult use marijuana stores in Bar
Harbor. Such stores must be operated from a permanent location. Sales may not include the use
of vending machines, drive-through/drive-up windows, or delivery services.
Adult use marijuana stores cannot be located within 1,000 feet of the property line of a preexisting public or private school serving children from prekindergarten to grade 12.
Two licenses, one from the State of Maine and one from the Bar Harbor Town Council, must be
secured in order to operate an adult use marijuana store in the Town if Bar Harbor. The
processing fee for the town’s license is $250 and the fee for the town license itself is $1,250.
Applicants who wish to operate an adult use marijuana store must be at least 21 years of age and
a resident of the State of Maine. Applicants must divulge if they hold, have held, and/or have had
any such licenses or similar licenses denied, suspended, or revoked from any town, city, or state.
If a licensed adult use marijuana store is sold, the purchaser would be given preference to obtain
a new license and continue operations.
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Adult use marijuana stores may be open for business only between the hours of 10:00 a.m. and
8:00 p.m. Security measures must include security surveillance cameras and an alarm system.
Emergency contact information must be provided to the Bar Harbor Police Department.
Any person, including but not limited to, an adult use marijuana store owner, a property owner
where such business is located, or any agent or contractor for same, who orders or conducts any
activity in violation of this ordinance, or fails to comply with any of its requirements, shall be
penalized in accordance with 30-A M.R.S. §4452.

Enactment of Chapter 8
ADULT USE MARIJUANA STORE LICENSING
The Town of Bar Harbor hereby ordains the enactment of Chapter 8 to the Town Code:

Chapter 8, Adult Use Marjuana Store Licensing
§8-1. Purpose.
It is the purpose of this chapter to authorize and regulate adult use marijuana stores pursuant to
the Maine Marijuana Legalization Act, 28-B M.R.S. Chapter 1.
Persons or entities wishing to establish an adult use marijuana store within Bar Harbor shall first
obtain a license from the Bar Harbor Town Council (hereinafter "the Municipal Officers") and
shall be subject to the provisions of this chapter.
§8-2. Definitions.
Unless otherwise stated, all terms in this chapter shall be defined as set forth in 28-B M.R.S. §
102.
§8-3. License Required.
No person may establish, operate, or maintain a marijuana store without first obtaining a license
from the Municipal Officers pursuant to this chapter.
It is a violation of this chapter for any person to operate an adult use marijuana store within Bar
Harbor without a valid adult use marijuana business license issued by the State pursuant to State
adult use marijuana laws and regulations.
Pursuant to 28-B M.R.S. § 402, the Town authorizes up to two (2) marijuana stores to be
licensed. Cultivation, manufacturing, and testing facilities are not authorized. Whenever a license
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expires and is not renewed, or the Town declines to renew a license, other license applications
may be reviewed, but the two-license cap on marijuana stores shall be maintained.
In the event of the proposed sale of a marijuana store, the prospective purchaser shall be given
preference to obtain a new license to replace the seller's license within sixty (60) days prior to the
date of the sale. The prospective purchaser shall file an application with fee and provide all the
information required in this Chapter. If the application is approved, the Municipal Officers shall
specify that the license is contingent on the sale being completed and the Town's receipt of
license fees.
All adult use marijuana stores must be operated from permanent locations, which may utilize
telephone and internet orders only if the buyer, within twenty-four (24) hours, pays for and picks
up such orders in the store.
Adult use marijuana stores may not use vending machines for sales, may not have "drive
through" or "drive-up" window-serviced sales, and may not have internet-based sales with
credit/debit card payment and delivery by USPS, UPS, FedEx, DHL, or any other global or local
delivery service or courier.
§8-4. Application Procedure.
A. An application for a license must be made on the form provided by the Town. If the applicant
who wishes to operate an adult use marijuana store is a single individual, this person must
sign the application for a license. If the applicant who wishes to operate an adult use
marijuana store is more than one individual, each person who has an interest in the business
must sign the application for a license as applicant. Each applicant must be qualified under
this chapter and each applicant shall be considered a licensee if a license is granted.
B. Application and License Fees: All applications must be submitted with a $250 processing
fee. If an application is approved, the licensee will pay a marijuana store license fee of
$1,250 before the Town will issue the license.
C. Submission requirements for an application to establish an adult use marijuana store:
(1)

If the applicant is an individual: The individual shall state their legal name and any
aliases, and submit proof that they are at least twenty-one (21) years of age.

(2)

If the applicant is a partnership: The partnership shall state its complete name, and the
names of all partners, whether the partnership is general or limited, submit a copy of
the partnership agreement, if any, and submit proof that all partners are at least
twenty-one (21) years of age.
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(3)

If the applicant is a corporation: The corporation shall state its complete name, the
date of its incorporation, evidence that the corporation is in good standing under State
law, the names and capacity of all officers, directors and principal stockholders, the
name of the registered corporate agent, the address of the registered office for service
of process, and submit proof that all officers, directors and principal stockholders are
at least twenty-one (21) years of age.

(4)

If the applicant is a limited liability company (LLC): The LLC shall state its complete
name, the date of its establishment, evidence that the LLC is in good standing under
State law, the names and capacity of all members, a copy of its operating agreement,
if any, the address of its registered office for service of process, and submit proof that
all members are at least twenty-one (21) years of age.

(5)

If the applicant intends to operate the adult use marijuana business under a name
other than that of the applicant, they must state the business' name and submit the
required registration documents.

(6)

If the applicant or a potential employee has been convicted of criminal activity under
State and/or federal law, they must list the specified criminal activity involved, and
the date, place, and jurisdiction of each conviction.

(7)

If the applicant has had a previous license under this chapter or other similar
marijuana business ordinances from another town, city, or state denied, suspended or
revoked, they must list the name and location of the marijuana business for which the
license was denied, suspended or revoked, as well as the date of the denial,
suspension or revocation, and they must list whether the applicant has been a partner
in a partnership or an officer, director, or principal stockholder of a corporation that is
licensed under this chapter, whose license has previously been denied, suspended or
revoked, listing the name and location of the marijuana business for which the permit
was denied, suspended, or revoked as well as the date of denial, suspension or
revocation. If the applicant holds any other licenses under this chapter or other similar
marijuana business ordinance from another town, city, or state and, if so, the names
and locations of such other licensed businesses must also be provided.

(8)

The location of the proposed adult use marijuana store, including a legal description
of the property, street address, and telephone number.

(9)

The applicant's mailing address and residential address.

(10)

Recent passport-style photograph(s) of the applicant(s).

(11)

The applicant's driver's license and Social Security numbers.
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(12)

A sketch showing the configuration of the subject premises, including building
footprint, interior layout with floor space to be occupied by the business, and parking
plan. The sketch must be drawn to scale with marked dimensions.

(13)

A copy of a Town Tax Map depicting the subject property lines and the property lines
of any preexisting private or public school within one thousand (1,000) feet of the
subject property.

(14)

Some portions of applications for an adult use marijuana store license shall be kept
confidential by the Town and used for administrative purposes only due to sensitive
information contained therein such as Social Security numbers, etc., as allowed by
FOAA (Freedom of Access Act).

§8-5. Licensing Standards.
A. The applicant must be qualified to operate a marijuana store based on the information
submitted under section 4(C)(1-7) above.
B. Adult use marijuana stores may be open for business only between the hours of 10:00 a.m.
and 8:00 p.m.
C. Security measures at all adult use marijuana stores shall include, at a minimum, the
following:
(1)

Security surveillance cameras installed and operating twenty-four (24) hours a day,
seven (7) days a week, with forty-five (45) day video storage, to monitor all
entrances, along with the interior and exterior of the premises, to discourage and
facilitate the reporting of criminal acts and nuisance activities occurring at the
premises; and

(2)

Door and window combination video and motion detector intrusion system with
audible alarm and smart phone monitoring, maintained in good working condition;
and

(3)

Secure containers (with locks) that are suitable for storage of all marijuana, marijuana
products, and cash stored overnight on the licensed premises; and

(4)

Exterior lighting that illuminates the exterior walls of the licensed premises during
dusk to dawn, that is either constantly on or activated by motion detectors, and
complies with applicable provisions of the lighting performance standards in the Bar
Harbor Zoning Ordinance; and
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(5)

Deadbolt locks on all exterior doors and any other exterior access points, excepting
windows which shall have locks; and

(6)

Methods to ensure that no person under the age of twenty-one (21) shall have access
to marijuana and marijuana products.

§8-6. Right of Access/Background Check/Inspection.
Every adult use marijuana store shall allow law enforcement officers to enter the premises at
reasonable times for the purpose of checking compliance with all applicable State laws and this
chapter. Every owner and employee of an adult use marijuana business applying for a license
shall submit emergency contact information to the Bar Harbor Police Department.
§8-7. Indemnification.
By accepting a license issued pursuant to this chapter, the licensee waives and releases the Town,
its officers, elected officials, employees, attorneys, and agents from any liability for injuries,
damages, or liabilities of any kind that result from any arrest or prosecution of any adult use
marijuana store owners, operators, employees, clients, or customers for a violation of local, State
or federal laws, rules, or regulations.
By accepting a license issued pursuant to this chapter, the licensee agrees to indemnify, defend,
and hold harmless the Town, its officers, elected officials, employees, attorneys, agents, and
insurers against all liability, claims, and demands on account of any injury, loss or damage,
including without limitation, claims arising from bodily injury, personal injury, sickness, disease,
death, property loss or damage, or any other loss of any kind whatsoever arising out of or in any
manner connected with the operation of a permitted/licensed adult use marijuana store.
§8-8. State Law.
In the event the State of Maine adopts any additional or stricter law or regulation governing adult
use marijuana stores, the additional or stricter regulation shall control the establishment or
operation of any adult use marijuana store in Bar Harbor.
Compliance with 28-B M.R.S. Chapter 1, State laws and regulations pertaining to medical
marijuana, and any other applicable State laws or regulations shall be deemed an additional
requirement for issuance or denial of any license under this chapter, and noncompliance with 28B M.R.S. Chapter 1 and any other applicable State law or regulation shall be grounds for
revocation or suspension of any license issued hereunder.
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§8-9. Enforcement.
A. Violations
(1)

Any violation of this chapter, including failure to comply with any condition, shall be
deemed to be a violation of 30-A M.R.S. § 4452. Each day of violation constitutes a
separate offense.

(2)

Commencement of any adult use marijuana business without a Town license for same
shall be a violation of this chapter. Any party committing such a violation shall
immediately cease operations, whether of a construction, renovation, or business
nature, upon notification by the Code Enforcement Officer (CEO). Upon such CEO
notification, the Town can pursue fines and/or penalties under 30-A M.R.S. § 4452.

B. Code Enforcement Officer (CEO)
(1)

If the CEO finds that any provision of this chapter is being violated, they shall notify
in writing the person responsible for such violation, indicating the nature of the
violation and ordering the action necessary to correct it, including but not limited to,
discontinuance of illegal use of land, buildings, or structures, or work being done,
removal of illegal buildings or structures, and abatement or mitigation of violations.
A copy of such notices shall be submitted to the Municipal Officers and be
maintained as a permanent record.

(2)

The CEO shall keep a complete record of all essential transactions of the CEO,
including adult use marijuana license applications submitted, licenses granted or
denied, revocation actions, revocation of licenses, appeals, court actions, violations
investigated, violations found, and fees collected.

C. Law Enforcement Officers.
Law enforcement officers may at any reasonable time conduct on-site inspections to insure
compliance with all applicable laws and conditions attached to license approvals, and shall
investigate all complaints of alleged violations of the chapter.
D. Legal Actions.
When the above notification and/or inspection actions do not result in the voluntary
correction or abatement of the violation by the subject adult use marijuana store, the
Municipal Officers, upon receiving written notification from the CEO, shall institute any and
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all actions and proceedings, either legal or equitable, including injunctions of violations and
the impositions of penalties and/or fines in order to enforce the provisions of this chapter.
The Municipal Officers, or their authorized agent, are hereby authorized to enter into
administrative consent agreements for the purpose of eliminating violations of this Chapter
and recovering fines without court action.
E. Penalties/Fines.
Any person, including but not limited to, an adult use marijuana store owner, a property
owner where such business is located, or any agent or contractor for same, who orders or
conducts any activity in violation of this chapter, or fails to comply with any of its
requirements, shall be penalized in accordance with 30-A M.R.S. § 4452.
Given under our hands and seal at Bar Harbor this ____day of ________, 2022:
Municipal Officers of the Town of Bar Harbor
______________________________
Valerie Peacock, Chair

______________________________
Matthew A. Hochman, Vice Chair

______________________________

______________________________

Gary Friedmann

Joseph Minutolo

______________________________

______________________________

Jefferson Dobbs

Erin E. Cough
______________________________
Jill Goldthwait
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Senior Taxpayer Assistance Program Ordinance Amendment
Town of Bar Harbor
2022-03

VIID

An amendment to the Town Code to enact a Senior Taxpayer Assistance Program Ordinance.
The Town of Bar Harbor hereby ordains that Chapter 162, Senior Tax Assistance Program, of the Town
Code is appended as follows:
[Please Note: Old language is stricken. New language is underlined.]

Chapter 162 Senior Taxpayer Assistance Program
§ 162-1. Purpose.
The purpose of this article is to establish a program pursuant to Chapter 907-A of Title 36 of the Maine
Revised Statutes to provide property tax assistance to qualifying persons who have a residence in the Town
of Bar Harbor. For those eligible, the State of Maine refunds to the citizen a portion of funds paid as local
property tax or rent. The Town intends, by this chapter, to offer a credit to those individuals who qualify as
beneficiaries of the State of Maine Residents Property Tax Fairness Credit pursuant to Chapter 822 of Title
36 of the Maine Revised Statutes, as may be amended from time to time and who meet the criteria
established by this chapter of Title 36 of the Maine Revised Statutes to provide property tax assistance to
qualifying persons who are residents of the Town of Bar Harbor. Under this program the Town of Bar Harbor
may provide tax rebate and rental rebate payments to those individuals who meet the criteria established by
this article.
§ 162-2. Definitions.
For the purposes of this article, the following terms shall have the following meanings and definitions:
HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION - The State of Maine property tax exemption for all individuals who have
owned a permanent residence in Maine for 12 months as of April 1; established by the State of Maine
pursuant to 36 M.R.S.A. § 683.
PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR - The Town Manager or their designee.
QUALIFYING APPLICANT - A person who is determined, after review of a complete application under
§162-3 and §162-4 of this chapter, to be eligible to participate in the Senior Taxpayer Assistance Program.
QUALIFYING SPOUSE - The legal spouse of a senior citizen who is qualified for and participates in the
Senior Taxpayer Assistance Program.
RENT CONSTITUTING PROPERTY TAXES - The amount of annual rent paid which constitutes
property tax as calculated by the State of Maine Property Tax Fairness Credit program.
RESIDENCE - The dwelling must be a permanent residence, occupied by that person and that person's
dependents as a home.
SENIOR TAX ASSISTANCE PROGRAM - The program established by the Town of Bar Harbor under
this article.
STATE PROPERTY TAX FAIRNESS CREDIT37- The property tax credit established

by the State of Maine pursuant to 36 M.R.S.A. § 5219-KK, as may be amended from
time to time.
§ 162-3. Qualifications for participation.
A. To participate in the Senior Taxpayer Assistance Program, an applicant must demonstrate all of the
following:
(1) The qualifying applicant shall be at least 65 years of age before April 1 of the program year.
(2) The qualifying applicant and their qualifying spouse (if applicable) be a resident in the Town of
Bar Harbor at the time of application and for the prior 5 years continuously.
(3) The qualifying applicant has received a tax credit under the provisions of the State of Maine
Residents Property Tax Fairness Credit Program.
B. Additionally, if the applicant is a property owner:
(1) The qualifying applicant has applied for and has been granted the homestead exemption.
(2) The qualifying applicant has paid property taxes in full through the date of application.
§ 162-4. Application and credit procedures.
A. A new application shall be required each year in which participation in the program is sought. The
program administrator shall provide an application form for the program, which shall include, at a
minimum, the applicant's name, residential address, a list of required documentation, and contact
information.
B. The program is based on the state property tax fairness credit and relates to property taxes and rent
paid in the preceding calendar year. As part of the application to the Town, the applicant shall
authorize the Town to seek documentation from the Maine Revenue Services of proof and dollar
amount of the state property tax fairness credit received by the applicant.
C. The program administrator shall review and determine if the application is complete and accurate and
if the applicant is otherwise eligible to participate in the program. The program administrator shall
notify an applicant if an application is determined to be incomplete or inaccurate. Applications not
deemed complete by July 1 shall not be considered. The program administrator's decision on
eligibility to participate in the program will be final.
D. In Year 1 of the program (the Fiscal Year ending June 30, 2023), the deadline for complete
applications will be December 1, 2022 and subsequently August 1 of each year.
§ 162-5. Determination of tax assistance.
A. If the program administrator determines the applicant is eligible to participate in the program, they
shall determine the tax rebate. The rebate shall be the lesser of the following amounts but in no case
shall the Town's rebate exceed the property taxes or rent paid in the preceding calendar year, less the
state property tax credit.
(1) The amount of the credit qualified for under the property tax fairness credit program; or
(2) A pro rata share of the funds appropriated by Town Council for that fiscal year.
B. The Town’s rebate is not to exceed half the amount of the credit qualified for under the property tax
fairness credit, and in no case shall the Town’s rebate exceed the property taxes or rent paid in the
preceding calendar year, less the state property tax credit.
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C. The Town Manager shall report to the Town Council each year the projected payments and number of
eligible applicants requesting assistance from the program fund.
D. Timing of rebate payments:
(1) In Year 1 of the program (the Fiscal Year ending June 30, 2023), a person who qualifies for a
credit under the program will have their property tax bills reduced by the amount approved by the
program administrator before the second half tax bills are due.
(2) In subsequent years, a person who qualifies for a credit under the program will have their property
tax bills reduced by the amount approved by the program administrator before the first half tax
bills are due.
E. In February of each year, the Town Council will re-evaluate the program and determine the funding
level for the ensuing fiscal year.
F. Limitations upon payments. Only one qualifying applicant per residence shall be entitled to payment
under this program each year. The right to file an application and to receive a rebate under this article
is personal to the applicant and does not survive the applicant’s death, but such rights might be
exercised on behalf of the applicant by the applicant's legal guardian, attorney in fact, or personal
representative.
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VIIIA

Town of Bar Harbor
Planning and Code Enforcement
93 Cottage Street  Bar Harbor  Maine  04609

Memorandum
To:
CC:
From:
RE:
Date:

Town Council
Kevin Sutherland, Planning & Code staff, Design Review Board
Assistant Planner Steve Fuller
Recommended changes to Appendix A of the Land Use Ordinance
August 11, 2022

Within the Land Use Ordinance (LUO) is a table listing historic buildings and properties titled
“Appendix A, Historic Properties in Design Review Overlay District.” This list contains
“buildings and structures possessing identified historic or architectural merit of a degree
warranting their preservation,” as stated in §125-112 D. (1) of the LUO. These properties on this
list require a higher level of review by the Design Review Board (DRB) if alterations are made.
Under the LUO (§125-112 D. (1)(b)), the DRB is required to “annually review both the criteria
and the properties included on the list [Appendix A],” and also to “make recommendations to the
Town Meeting for modifications to the criteria and additions to, or deletions from, the list as it
deems necessary to accomplish the objectives of these design review provisions.”
The DRB has worked on this task and come up with recommended changes to the list. This year,
no properties are proposed for addition to or removal from the list. All the changes are instead of
what can be considered a housekeeping nature: updating dates of construction (eight of 15
properties with changes), updating past and/or present names (seven of 15 properties with
changes) and correcting an address to match town tax records (one of the 15 properties with
changes). One of the 15 properties had both a name and an address change.
Because of all the lines involved (underline, strikethrough, and the table borders), the changes
proposed for this year are highlighted in yellow simply for your ease of reference
Under the LUO (§125-112 D. (1)(b)), changes to Appendix A (while it is part of the LUO)
follow a different process than other LUO amendments (found in §125-9). Per previous advice
from legal counsel, because that section outlines a specific process different than the standard
process outlined in §125-9, “Section 125-9 is not applicable because the amendment process in
Section 125-112 is specific to amending Appendixes A and B and as a matter of statutory
construction, the more specific treatment of a subject controls over the general treatment of the
subject matter.” Unlike with amendments via §125-9, for example, no public hearing is required
under §125-112.
The DRB voted unanimously (4-0) to recommend approval of these changes. The request of the
Town Council is to place this order on the warrant for November, with the inclusion of the
favorable recommendation from the DRB that the changes be made.
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Order
Of the Bar Harbor Town Council
For the November 8, 2022 Town Meeting
It is hereby ordered that the following article be placed on the annual town meeting warrant with
voting thereon to be held by Australian ballot.

Warrant Article
Article XX — LAND USE ORDINANCE AMENDMENT – Appendix A — Historic
Properties — Shall an ordinance, dated August 11, 2022, and entitled “An amendment to
Appendix A — Historic Properties in Design Review Overlay District” be enacted?

Appendix A – Historic Properties
An amendment to Appendix A — Historic Properties in Design Review Overlay District
The Town of Bar Harbor hereby ordains that Chapter 125 of the Town Code is amended as
follows:
[Please Note: Old language is stricken. New language is underlined.]

Chapter 125 , LAND USE ORDINANCE
Tax Map/
Lot #

Historic Name

Address

Present Name

Date
Built

National
Register

Significance

103-012-000

Villa Mary

77 Eden Street

Villa Mary

1879-80

Yes

National Register
property

103-015-000

Bagatelle
(home &
carriage house
only)

75 Eden Street

Bagatelle

1883

Yes

National Register
property

103-016-000

Fenwold

6 Harbor Lane

Fenwold

1891

Yes

104-002-000

The Breezes

125 West Street

The Breezes

104-003-000

Greenlawn

123 West Street

Greenlawn

104-004-000

Saltair

121 West Street

Saltair

1887

Yes

104-005-000

The Tides

119 West Street

The Tides

1887

Yes

104-007-000

The Sunset

115 West Street

The Sunset

1911

Yes

c. 1900
1896
1884
1887

Yes
Yes

National Register
property
National Register
property
National Register
property
National Register
property
National Register
property
National Register
property
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104-009-000

The Bar
Harbor Club

111 West Street

The Bar Harbor
Club

1929-30

Yes

104-009-000

Guelph

111 West Street

Rosebriar

c. 1875

Yes

104-032-000

Blanchfield
House

37 Eden Street

104-033-000

Blanchfield
House
Caruso
Residence

41 Eden Street

c. 1865
c. 1890

104-037-000

The
Crossways

4 Holland
Avenue

The Crossways

1901

Yes

104-038-000

Westfield

120 West Street

Westfield

1901

Yes

104-039-000

Maisonette

118 West Street

Maisonette

1886

Yes

104-040-000

Chantier

116 West Street

Chantier

1887

Yes

104-041-000

The Kedge

112 West Street

The Kedge

c. 1870

Yes

104-058-000

Bar Harbor
High School

93 Cottage
Street

Bar Harbor
Municipal
Building

1907-08

69 Cottage
Street

Cottage on
Cottage

110 West Street

Petunia
Cottage

1887
1877

Yes

108 West Street

Foster Cottage

1878

Yes

1887

Yes

104-061-000
104-068-000
104-069-000

Robert
Hodgkins
residence
Petunia
Cottage
Foster Cottage

104-070-000

Boscobel

106 West Street

104-092-000

Dr. Norton’s
Office

67 Cottage
Street

Thankful
Cottage
U.S. Post
Office

1 Billings
Avenue
55 Cottage
Street
17 Main Street

Galyn’s

c. 1892

23 Cottage
Street
29 Cottage
Street
35 Cottage
Street
39 Cottage
Street
130 Cottage
Street
73 Mt. Desert
Street

Cadillac North
Face

c. 1900

Cadillac AG

c. 1910

104-112-000
104-121-000
104-137-000
104-139-000
104-140-000
104-141-000
104-157-000
104-237-000

Criterion
Theatre
Odd Fellows
Hall
Haraden
residence

Criterion
Theatre
Odd Fellows
Hall

Architectural/
historical
Architectural

Manor House
Inn
Sand Bar
Cottage
Dr. Parks’
Office
MDI Dental
Arts
Thankful
Cottage
U.S. Post
Office

104-097-000

National Register
property
National Register
property
Architectural/
historical
Architectural/
historical
National Register
property
National Register
property
National Register
property
National Register
property
National Register
property

National Register
property
National Register
property
National Register
property

Architectural

c. 1850
1909

1932

Architectural
Yes

National Register
property
Architectural

Yes

Possible National
Register district
Possible National
Register district
National Register
property

c. 1937

Local landmark

2 Cats

c. 1884

Architectural

Primrose Inn

c. 1878

Architectural
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104-238-000
104-244-000
104-254-000

Ash Cottage
H.A. Brown
Furniture
Christian
Science
Church

104-255-000

Stonethrow

104-268-000

American
Legion Hall

104-297-000
104-317-000

69 Mt. Desert
Street
74 Cottage
Street

Mira Monte Inn

1864

Architectural

Salon
NaturELLES

57 Mt. Desert
Street
67 Mt. Desert
Street
70 Cottage
Street
47 Mt. Desert
Street
45 Mt. Desert
Street
39 High Street

Architectural

White Columns
Inn

1937
1930

Architectural/
historical

Stonethrow

c. 1860

Architectural

c. 1928

Architectural/
historical

1900

Architectural

Stratford House
Inn

1900

Architectural

American
Legion Hall
Thornhedge
Inn

104-318-000

St. Saviour’s
Church and
Rectory

41 Mt. Desert
Street

St. Saviour’s
Church and
Rectory

1900
18771938

104-326-000

Central House

60 Cottage
Street

Central House

1887

Architectural/
historical

104-342-000

Bar Harbor
Congregational
Church

29 Mt. Desert
Street

Bar Harbor
Congregational
Church

1951

Architectural/
historical

Rosalie’s

c. 1900

Architectural

c. 1889

Possible National
Register district

46 Cottage
Street
14 Cottage
Street

104-355-000
104-372-000

8 Cottage
Street

104-373-000

104-383-000

Emery Block
Building

103 Main Street

104-386-000

Lyford
Woodard
Building

109 Main Street

104-387-000

F.H. Moses
Florist Shop

113 Main Street

104-392-000
104-401-000
104-401-000
104-403-000

Bar Harbor
Police Station
Comfort
Station
Bar Harbor
Fire Station
Village Green
(bandstand,
clock, fountain)

104-413-000
104-419-000

Pink Pastry
Shop
Epicurean
Merchant &
Frye
Bar Harbor
Savings & Loan
Assn.

Holy
Redeemer
Roman

Bar Harbor
Law Offices

74 Mt. Desert
Street

Stone Soup
Sand Beach
Surf Co.
Coston &
McIsaac
Information
Building
Bar Harbor Fire
Station
Bandstand,
clock, fountain
Village Green
Holbrook
House Inn

56 Mt. Desert
Street

Holy Redeemer
Roman

38 Rodick
Street
Firefly Lane
Firefly Lane
Main and Mt.
Desert

Yes

National Register
property

Architectural

c. 1900

Architectural

c. 1887

Architectural/
historical

1904

Architectural

c. 1900

1911

Architectural/
historical
Architectural/
historical
Architectural/
historical

various

Local landmark

c. 1890
1876

Architectural

1907

Architectural/
historical
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Catholic
Church

Catholic
Church

104-432-000

Y.W.C.A.

36 Mt. Desert
Street

Y.W.C.A.

1913

Local landmark

104-433-000

Jesup
Memorial
Library

34 Mt. Desert
Street

Jesup
Memorial
Library

1911

Architectural/
historical

104-450-000

YMCA

26 Mt. Desert
Street

Abbe Museum

1928
1899

Local landmark

McKay
Cottages

227 Main Street

McKay’s
Restaurant

Architectural

104-492-000

194 Main Street

Ivy Manor

Architectural

104-493-000

166 Main Street

Window Panes

Architectural
Architectural/
historical

104-4810001

104-497-000

Butterfields

154 Main Street

Sailor & Hook

104-504-000

Pine and Palm
(original
facade only)

134 Main Street

Acadia
Corporation

c. 1883

104-507-000

Sproul’s Cafe

128 Main Street

Ward Building

1880

104-509-000

Bee’s Candy

116 Main Street

Hemporium

c. 1880

104-510-000

Caleb’s

112 Main Street

The Barnacle

c. 1900

104-512-000

First National
Bank (original
building only)

102 Main Street

First National
Bank

104-519-000

Grant Building

80 Main Street

Dali’s Jewelry

1897

Architectural/
historical

104-523-000

The Mount
Desert
Reading Room
(original
reading room
only)

8 Newport Drive

Bar Harbor Inn

1887

Architectural/
historical

104-525-000

Morrison
Building

62 Main Street

1897

Architectural/
historical

Morrison
Building
The Stadium
Sherman’s
Bookstore
Agamont Park
fountain
Bar Harbor
Banking &
Trust
Bass Cottage
Inn

Sherman’s
Bookstore
Agamont Park
fountain
Bar Harbor
Banking &
Trust

3 Newport Drive

105-001-000

Bass Cottage

14 The Field

105-002-000

Ullikana

16 The Field

Ullikana

Bangor Hydro
Building
Edgar Morang
Residence

18 Edgewood
Street

Bangor Hydro
Building

278 Main Street

Project Social

104-528-000
104-530-000
104-531-000

107 219-000
108-005-000

56 Main Street

82 Main Street

Architectural/
historical
Yes

National Register
property
Architectural/
historical
Architectural
Architectural/
historical

Architectural
Local landmark
1887

Architectural/
historical

1885

Possible National
Register district
Possible National
Register district
Architectural/
historical

1924

Architectural

1885
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Bar Harbor
Water Co.

337 Main Street

Anchor Space

104-125-000

Geddy’s Pub
Moose

19 Main Street

Geddy’s Pub
Moose

104-140-000

Criterion
Theatre
marquee

35 Cottage
Street

Criterion
Theatre
marquee

105 Main Street

West End Drug
stained glass

Architectural/
historical

102 Main Street

First National
Bank clock sign

Architectural/
historical

82 Main Street

Bar Harbor
Bank & Trust
awning sign

108-068-000

1895

Architectural

Signs

104-384-000
104-512-000

104-531-000

West End Drug
stained glass
First National
Bank clock
sign
Bar Harbor
Banking &
Trust awning
sign

Local landmark
1932

Yes

National Register
property

Architectural/
historical

1887

Explanation:
This amendment updates dates of construction for eight properties, updates past and/or
present names for seven properties and corrects the address for one property.

Given under our hands and seal at Bar Harbor this sixteenth day of August, 2022:

Municipal Officers of the Town of Bar Harbor
______________________________

______________________________

Valerie Peacock, Chair

Matthew A. Hochman, Vice Chair

______________________________

______________________________

Gary Friedmann

Joseph Minutolo

______________________________

______________________________

Jefferson Dobbs

Erin E. Cough

______________________________
Jill Goldthwait
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VIIIB

Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Adam Babbitt <bhpickapearl@gmail.com>
Friday, August 12, 2022 4:22 AM
Kevin Sutherland
Draft Cruise Ship Proposal Comments

Dear Town Manager Sutherland,
As an owner of two stores located in beautiful Bar Harbor, I find the Draft Cruise Ship Proposal to be of great concern! I
believe certain items can be easily negotiated and passed by both groups to make all happy! As I am currently dealing
with Covid, I am only finding enough strength to write this letter to you now, I apologize!
I have owned my sweet shoppe on the Harborside Pier (between Stewman's Restaurant and the Harborside Hotel) for 6
years. I have seen the impact of what the cruise ship industry does for local businesses and the damage their departure
caused during the height of the Covid pandemic! My first location used to see approximately 40‐50 cruise ships per
season prior to 2019. Their visits would be greatly appreciated and welcomed to both my store and my employees! It
allowed me to hire additional help, allowed me to give my employees additional benefits, most importantly made it so
my store would stay open during the most difficult time we have seen in recent history (the Covid Crisis)!
Without the cruise ship industry, the amount of visitations on a weekly, monthly and seasonal basis would definitely see
the closure of MANY storefronts throughout the Town of Bar Harbor. It would see the employment numbers drastically
be reduced as we would not be able to hire the additional help since we would not be able to afford these people. The
hourly pay would be stagnant from year to year as we would not be able to raise it over the minimum required amount.
Most importantly, our Guests would not receive the type of Welcome that they have grown accustomed to receiving
due to less people working throughout the local stores.
My second store is located on West Street between Del Sol and The Salty Dog. I opened that store during the summer of
Covid! I was lucky to be able to do so while still being able to keep my other location open, even though my sales were
92% off from the previous year! We struggled, my family struggled, I struggled! I paid my employees while taking no pay
for myself! However, at all times, I made sure my guests, Our Guests received the guest service I am accustomed to
giving.
You see, I worked for the Walt Disney World Resort for over 15 years! I am trained to give exceptional Guest Service to
each and every person I come into contact with! Not only do I make sure I represent my store first and foremost but I
also represent the Town of Bar Harbor, my community. The same community these people have come to visit! The same
community we are thinking of limiting the amount of people who can come to our Island! How would that look to
people coming to visit but then being told they cannot get off the ship due to imposed limits by the Bar Harbor
Community?
Welcome to Bar Harbor... only to some, not all!
Please come back to visit... but not on a cruise ship!
This is WRONG in so many ways. I also dare to say this could be legally impermissible.
I do not see how not allowing cruise ships to visit in April and November causes an issue. Stores that do not want to
open simply DO NOT OPEN! The cruise ship guests do not cause any issue for the community! Yes it is early however,
they do not cause any problem with overcrowding. Rather, they help small stores like myself to provide an added
cushion to our small amount of sales at the beginning of the season. They help set up our employees with training
without being busy. They help end our season with an added bonus should our profits not be where they need to be at
the end of the season. These visits cause no added stress and no crowding issues!
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As for the daily, weekly and monthly limits to the amount of persons allowed off the ships:
I see this as a Public Relations Disaster for the Town of Bar Harbor and Mount Desert Island! Thinking of all the awards
that this Island has worked so incredibly hard to achieve, imposing these limits would strip these awards as "Most
Friendly Island" and other awards presented to this community by Travel and Tourism Groups.
Currently, my store is one of the first stores the cruise ship guests encounter and the last one prior to their departing the
Island back to their ship. My employees are required to make sure all guests are given a proper goodbye when leaving to
make sure they receive that Maine Hospitality feeling! Imagine how you would feel if you were not permitted to
disembark the ship after booking a cruise to visit the island? Would you want to visit again after receiving that type of
Welcome or lack thereof? I certainly would not!
If we look at the numbers, there are only 6y days during the entire season when there are more than 3,800 guests given
the ability to disembark their ship to come ashore! ONLY ^ out of all those days! Why ruin our reputation as such a
Welcoming place for 6 days?
At the same time, when you look at the cruise ship guests visiting the island, the majority are taken on tours right as
they disembark the ship! They are then on tour for the majority of their stay! Their visitation is hardly even felt by the
island! Other people visit the stores, restaurants, areas and places to walk to, etc... We have so much to offer and so
many places for these people to go to that at first it might seem overly crowded as they first come off the ship but soon
they disperse and experience all that this beautiful Island has to offer!
Please do not let the few ruin the most important aspect this island has to offer; Her Hospitality! There will always be
people who want to keep this place for themselves! This Island is to be explored by ALL. Limiting the days or population
of guests being allowed to come ashore will not only keep them from visiting and spending money that individual day
but it will also prevent them from visiting in the future!
How many of our current hotel or Airbnb guests are guests who experienced this Island for the first time while visiting
during a cruise vacation? I know that number is extremely high! That number will become extremely low should we
lower disembarkation numbers!
Bar Harbor will become a pariah, a place to not visit, not return to. Bar Harbor will be thought of as unwelcoming,
unfriendly, snobbish!
Do not let the few determine the outcome of so many others! Stores WILL close! Employment numbers will drastically
be cut! Hours will be shortened! Guests will not receive the hospitality that they have come to expect!
The motto of the State: Maine, the way life should be, will not be true for MDI!
Thank you for taking the time to read this letter! Please feel free to share it in its entirety or pieces of it. I am also free to
speak my thoughts in person should that be requested.
Warm wishes,
Adam Babbitt
_________________________________________________________________________________
Adam J Babbitt
Owner
Bar Harbor Pick‐A‐Pearl Company
860‐428‐2651
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c.?

Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alf Anderson <alf@barharborinfo.com>
Thursday, August 11, 2022 3:53 PM
Council; Cornell Knight
Cruise ship management proposal

Dear Bar Harbor Town Councilors:
The Bar Harbor Chamber of Commerce board of directors was pleased to see the proposal shared by the Town Manager
at your meeting on August 2nd. As we encouraged over the past several months, the discussions between the Town’s
cruise ship working group and cruise industry representatives brought forth a possible path forward resulting from
compromise.
So far this season, the implemented changes to the Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) for cruise passenger
disembarkation have been extremely successful ‐ especially the utilization of Anchorage B as the primary location for
vessels. We are optimistic that the Town can move forward with the new SOP and the proposed agreement reached
with the cruise industry to find a balance that works for everyone.
Generally speaking, the agreement presented seems to address the concerns shared by some residents of Bar Harbor
while still allowing for a level of cruise visitation that will permit businesses that rely on cruise passengers to prosper.
However, we do have a few suggestions that we would like you to consider as you weigh the decision to possibly adopt
this draft proposal.
1. Preserve April and November as part of the cruise season. It seems counter to the Council’s stated goal of
supporting a year‐round business community to remove visits during these months when businesses could be
open to both cruise visitors and our community. As long as visitation does not present an undue burden on town
staff, the expenditures from passengers arriving in April and November are extremely important to some
downtown businesses and their employees.
2. The monthly passenger caps seem like a good approach to achieving balance throughout the season. Feedback
from retail and dining businesses indicates that ships with lower berth capacity higher than 4000 present
significant financial opportunities and removing them from future schedules would be a real loss. Perhaps you
would consider keeping the daily cap of 5500 passengers for the fall months while implementing the 65,000
passenger cap per month. This way, the larger capacity ships could come to port, providing significant revenue
to the Town, our businesses, and their employees, while still working within the monthly limits (and actually
reaching the limit more quickly which may offer more days off each month). One thing to consider on the larger
capacity vessels: in 2022 there are 120 fall calendar days where as many as 5500 passengers could be scheduled
to arrive but there are only six days where this number is actually scheduled to arrive.
3. The proposed Shoreline Vendor Ordinance could be a productive tool to assist in the management of ground
transportation. We are hopeful that this possible permitting process will accomplish this and not be utilized in a
manner that might further limit cruise passenger arrivals. It would be appreciated if the Town would include the
Chamber (or another representative from the business community) in the development process of this
ordinance.
4. When the Town and cruise industry gather annually to review and update the Memoranda of Agreement, we
would expect that you will include a representative of the local business community in this process.
This year, overall visitation to Bar Harbor seems to be returning to pre‐pandemic patterns but the national economic
outlook is murky. Advance lodging bookings for this fall appear to be good but not to the levels we saw in 2021 which
will mean that businesses in downtown Bar Harbor will again be looking to cruise passengers to help finish their season
strong.
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We hope that you will consider our thoughts as you discuss the adoption of the proposed agreement. Please do not
hesitate to reach out if we can help as we all continue to work on improving the Bar Harbor experience.
Thank you,
Alf Anderson
Executive Director
Bar Harbor Chamber of Commerce
P.O. Box 158
93 Cottage Street, Suite 102
Bar Harbor, ME 04609
Office: (207) 801‐2566 ext. 13
alf@visitbarharbor.com
www.VisitBarHarbor.com
Download our app from the App Store or Google Play!
To help protect y our priv acy , Microsoft Office prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alison Barnes <oystercottagebarharbor@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 11, 2022 2:34 PM
Kevin Sutherland
Cruise Ship Proposal Feedback

Hi Kevin,
Thank you for inviting businesses to respond to the cruise ship proposal! My name is Alison Barnes and I just moved
here in April to open a small boutique gift shop, Oyster Cottage, located on West Street.
With my location on West Street, I have found that I have a noticeable increase in sales on cruise ship days. While I feel
like this cruise ship proposal is a decent compromise for the most part, my main concern comes from the drastic drop in
cruise visitations in September and October. The proposal and graphs show quite a significant difference. I am looking
forward to making higher sales in those months this year, especially since my shop is seasonal, and I worry that if this
current plan goes through it may not be feasible for me to open next year.
Thank you for your time and consideration of business owners’ thoughts!
Best,
Alison Barnes

Typos courtesy of iPhone
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Info <Info@Geddys.com>
Thursday, August 11, 2022 11:08 PM
Kevin Sutherland
Arthur Davis; Heather Davis
Feedback on Proposed Cruise Ship Management Plan (cleaner copy)

Dear Sir or Madam,
Tourism is essential to the economy of Bar Harbor, and the cruise ship industry plays a vital role in sustaining local
businesses and the vitality of the community.
With respect to the proposed Cruise Ship Management Plan, our primary concerns are as follows:
1) The banning of cruise ships in April and November ‐ as these ships help to sustain businesses during the off‐months
before and after the busy tourist season. As such, we believe that these ships should continue to be allowed and not
included in the proposed annual cap.
2) The significant daily/monthly cap on cruise ship passengers in September and October as this will have a detrimental
impact on the business community ‐ given the short season … and the lack of locals in town. We believe that the current
cap should remain in effect.
3) The uncertainty of the future given these challenging economic times … and the sustainability of businesses in the
coming years.
Therefore, we respectfully request that the proposed “draft” Cruise Ship Management Plan be amended to reflect these
concerns and to ensure the overall economic viability of the Bar Harbor community.
Thank you,
Arthur and Heather Davis
Geddy’s
Geddy’s Down‐Under

Sent from my iPhone
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Bo Jennings <manager@sidestreetbarharbor.com>
Wednesday, August 10, 2022 10:53 AM
Kevin Sutherland
Jena Young; Jeff Young
Feedback on Cruise Ship Management Plan

Kevin
I wanted to provide the feedback you've requested on the proposed Management Plan. You've done a great job of
working across the board with the COuncil, and Cruise industry professionals, to come up with a working plan. I also
acknowledge the difficult job you have of finding something that works for everyone.
In all transparency, I do have serious concerns. I could go point by point on most of the proposed changes, but I do not
feel the need to do so, as its points that I know others are making. I wanted to provide a somewhat alternative POV.
My two big concerns, which I did share moments ago on our Chamber BoD call are:
1. The town is wasting time and money on something that will inevitably be non‐binding, as MOAs are not law, and a
cruise ship at any point could just come to Bar Harbor. This would create confusion and chaos with locals and
businesses alike. Us hoping they would live up to it, and actually living up to it, are two very different things. I also know
that any MOA, or any proposed items on the warrant, are also technically illegal, and would/could be challenged in
court. This would cost the city thousands of dollars that would be better spent on infrastructure or capitol
improvements. The MOA would also result in less revenue for the town, on top of a lawsuit (that could easily go on for
years). I just don't see it as a fiscally responsible course of action.
2. As the Chamber, we need to be fostering businesses, not restricting/limiting them. Its tough to sell businesses on an
extended season, only to lose a massive amount of revenue in the shoulder seasons. We aren't turning away cars at the
head of the island, so why would we turn away cruise ships?
I'm happy to discuss this further, if you see a need for additional details. I am also copying in our owners, Jena and Jeff,
so they can provide some feedback as well.
Thanks so much Kevin ‐ have a wonderful day!

Bo Jennings
General Manager
Side Street Cafe
49 Rodick Street, Bar Harbor, ME 04609
207 801 2591
manager@sidestreetbarharbor.com
www.sidestreetbarharbor.com
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cara <cara19sch@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 11, 2022 1:33 PM
manager@barharbormaine.gov; Council; Seth E. Libby
questions re: the new cruise ship plan

Dear Kevin,
First, many thanks for your hard work on charting a new course. There's a lot I really support: dealing
directly with the cruise lines, setting up firm MOAs, working closely with our excellent harbormaster
on logistics, removing April & November from the schedule, & monthly caps. I also have some
questions & suggestions I hope will help increase clarity & confidence in the plan.
Small point, but what's the difference between a 3800 daily cap with harbormaster's discretion up to
200 more and a 4000 daily cap?
The first graph lacks sufficient explanation: it usefully points out the risk of such numbers as long as
we don't have monthly caps but since we've never maxed out our daily caps, it seems to suggest a
bigger accomplishment than can really be claimed. The 2nd & 3rd graphs show significant
improvement for September & October (& April & November are fantastic), which is great. I'm the
first to say the fall months have been our most destroyed by cruise ships. But, what's up with May
through August? Why exactly are we looking at i n c r e a s e s in total numbers (at least from 2022)
for those months? Are we trading comfortable spring/summer levels for less-ugly Sept-Octobers?
Please explain or contextualize with further graphs.
Can you say more about the Shoreside Vendor Ordinance you'd like to see? Would this involve
assuming more control over the tendering & more revenue for the town? However little many of us
like this industry, the more control and revenue Bar Harbor retains the more tolerable the burden. Is
it time to dissolve the Cruise Ship Committee? That too would do much to increase the credibility of
both this plan & government efforts to negotiate a compromise.
I know from conversations with people involved in the process that it's been an arduous one--& it's
not over, which is tedious but also promising. I have hope this plan would get us to a better place,
both immediately and, with reviews & further negotiations, over time. But for it to be accepted and
preferred over the more desirable (if drastic) numbers of the citizen's petition, voters are going to
need more information, maybe more carrots. Clarify the spring/summer numbers so we don't
conclude you're proposing an increase in those months. And as much as possible explain, even
emphasize, the shift to municipal control/management of this relationship. We need to feel we're all
on the same team in working out a compromise with an industry many of us view as parasitic & toxic.
If more people knew its most aggressive (& entrenched) enablers are not controlling this compromise,
aren't even at the table, they'd have more confidence in it.
Thanks again & all the best,
Cara
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Martha Searchfield <emhellsearch@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 11, 2022 8:04 AM
Manager@Barharbormaine. Gov
Martha Searchfield; Lawrence Sweet
Cruise Management Plan Proposal

Hello,
At the 8.10.22 Cruise Ship Committee meeting we discussed the proposed Cruise Ship
Management. The committee voted to comment on two aspects of the plan
A) April and November are important to small business and should remain open for
cruise ship bookings (Vote: 6 Yays 1 Nay)
B) The daily passenger cap of 5500 should remain unchanged to allow for more booking
flexibility to achieve the new monthly cap of 65,000 and increase the possibility of more
off days. (Vote 5 Yays 2 Nays)
Thank you,
Martha Searchfield
Cruise Ship Committee Chairperson.
*Amy Powers & Sarah Flink did not participate in this discussion and are not voting
members of the committee
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Dave Woodside <dwoodside@theacadiacorporation.com>
Wednesday, August 10, 2022 5:11 PM
manager@barharbormaine.gov
Cruise Management Plan
TownCouncil-8.10.22.doc

Please find attached my comments regarding the Cruise Management Plan to be discussed at the August 16 council
meeting.
Regards, Dave Woodside

‐‐
David B. Woodside, President and CEO
The Acadia Corporation‐The Acadia Shops
14 West Eden Avenue
Bar Harbor, ME 04609
Phone: 207‐288‐1204
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To: Town Manager, Kevin Sutherland
The Bar Harbor Town Council
From: David B.Woodside, President & CEO-The Acadia Corporation
Date: August 10, 2022
Re: Cruise Management Plan
With cruise ship visitation on the council agenda for August 16, I would like to take this
opportunity to share a few thoughts regarding Bar Harbor cruise ship visitation. The
Acadia Corporation for many years operated the Jordan Pond House restaurant and retail
shops in Acadia National Park and downtown Bar Harbor. Since the loss of the
concession contract in 2014, we have expanded our retail operations in Bar Harbor to
include seven retail stores and an ice cream shop in downtown Bar Harbor as well as a
retail store in Southwest Harbor.
In the early 1980’s, when I was President of the Bar Harbor chamber of commerce, I
remember well the momentous occasion of a visit from the Queen Elizabeth II cruise ship
to Bar Harbor. While the remainder of the decade saw occasional ship visits, they largely
remained a novelty. The 1990’s saw a significant increase in ship visits continuing
through 2019 until the COVID19 pandemic brought the cruise ship visits to a screeching
halt.
The level of future cruise ship visits to Bar Harbor is an important consideration for the
entire community. The town appears to have reached an inflection point regarding the
volume of cruise ship passengers. Based on the growing dissatisfaction among many
residents with the number of cruise ships, I believe it is time to seek a middle ground
which will allow cruise ship visitation to continue at moderating levels allowing the
business community to enjoy the benefits of the shoulder season business while reducing
the level of passenger congestion in the downtown area.
While there are numerous logistical challenges to moderating a cruise ship visitation
schedule, the Cruise Management Plan of 8/2/22 seeks to balance the needs of the
community. I endorse the Cruise Management Plan and appreciate the efforts that have
gone into developing and proposing a workable solution.
I believe a level of shoulder season visitation is essential to preserving the viability of an
extended tourism season. This extended season allows many local businesses to extend
the employment of their work force including a number of year-round residents to eight
months or longer while affording residents with a much broader selection of shopping
and dining alternatives. One of the most significant changes I have seen in my forty plus
Mailing Address:
Acadia Corporation
14 West Eden Ave.
Bar Harbor, ME 04609

General Office (207)-288-1204
Purchasing
(207)-288-9357
Fax
(207)-288-1263
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www.acadiashops.com
payables@theacadiacorporation.com

years in Bar Harbor has been the advent of a season which truly begins in April lasting
into November or later. Cruise ship visitation in the shoulder months plays a vital role in
making this possible.
Thank you for your consideration.

Mailing Address:
Acadia Corporation
14 West Eden Ave.
Bar Harbor, ME 04609

General Office (207)-288-1204
Purchasing
(207)-288-9357
Fax
(207)-288-1263
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

OLI'S TROLLEY <denise@olistrolley.com>
Thursday, August 11, 2022 2:25 PM
Kevin Sutherland
Draft cruise ship management plan

Hi Kevin,
Please remove the proposed ban on cruise ships in April & November.
Please leave the passenger cap at 5500 in September and October
If we were to ban ships in April and November, and reduce the passenger cap in September and October
it would have a drastically negative impact on our business.
Denise Morgan & Larry Sweet
Denise Morgan
Oli's Trolley Inc.
PO BOX 794
BAR HARBOR MAINE 04609
1 West Street Gift shop and tickets
55 West Street tickets and departures

DENISE@OLISTROLLEY.COM
207 288 9899 P
WWW.OLISTROLLEY.COM
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/OLISTROLLEY
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Diana Crosson <ditey12@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 11, 2022 10:50 AM
Kevin Sutherland
Fwd: cruise ships

Forwarded Conversation
Subject: cruise ships
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: Diana Crosson <ditey12@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Aug 9, 2022 at 10:43 PM
To: <manager@barharbor.gov>

To start I want to thank you for the time you have put into this town problem.
That being said. I have listened to a fair amount about this from Locales
1. The sewage discharge from the ships.I have spent a number of years on the pier delivering fuel to both lobster boats
and yachts and have a 5 trap lic.. I am well aware that it has happened .
So paying attention to the violation record of the ships coming into our harbor should be a no brainer .
2. Is there a way to monitor the sewage that is generated from a normal Non cruise ship day for a comparison to a 3800
pass.day ? In overall water usage ? Or on every cruise ship day for that matter .
Because it all ends up in our bay. And it seems like a Big Topic.for locals. If the summers continue like they have been
our water resources could be in jeopardy .
3. I didn't count how many times at the last meeting I heard Chief Willis say , We are on OPL property so we can't
enforce it ! Thanks to OPL we can do this But I can enforce it. Thanks to Eben we can make it work !!! But I can't enforce
it. Where does the liability lie ?
4 . Why does the town put itself in that position ? And for how long are you The Town going to let that continue ? While
OPL lines its pocket .
The Town has the perfect place to tender these ships,stage buses and taxis without OPL and make the landing fees
and pay off the terminal . What are you the Town waiting for?
Thank You ,
Whitey Carpenter
ditey12@gmail.com

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer‐daemon@googlemail.com>
Date: Tue, Aug 9, 2022 at 10:43 PM
To: <ditey12@gmail.com>
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

doris plumer <ticketmother@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, August 10, 2022 2:28 PM
manager@barharbormaine.gov
Questions on Cruise Ships

Thank you for asking for questions. Here are some of mine:
1. Exactly how will the cruise ship citizen’s initiative be worded on November ballot?
2. Is the Harbor Master still taking reservations for 2023 and beyond?? Shouldn’t we work out the passenger limits first?
3. At 8/2 council mtg, there was a discussion on who would be counting the passengers? Aren’t they counting them
NOW? [don’t we have records?] and, wouldn’t they have to count less?
4. The lawyers on both sides disagree, but if it is legal now to set caps to 3800+ , why not legal now to set lower caps?
[cars are limited by # of parking spots] 5. At 8/2 council mtg, Bar Harbor was mentioned many times as a pivotal,
important port. Doesn’t that give us MORE power , not less, to make decisions about our town.
6. Some businesses are helped and some are hurt by cruise ships. We had over 4million visitors last year, and no cruise
ships. When will we realize enough is enough?
7. Ships are idling out on Frenchman Bay , burning fuel. One ship idling is equal to 14,000 diesel trucks idling, according
to the NYTimes. And when they “clean” the smokestacks, they add pollution to the water. Royal Caribbean and
Norwegian are guilty of multiple environmental felonies, yet Eben Salvatore said they do not look at violations when
booking ships. Why not?
8. Isn’t it a conflict of interest when the head of the cruise ship committee stands to benefit the most [on many levels]
from having too many ships? [he is also on Parking and Warrant Committees and works for Ocean Properties].
Please consider these questions. Thank you for your time.
—Doris Plumer [10 Ledgelawn Ave, Bar Harbor]
Phone 801‐1828
Sent from Doris' iPad
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Eben Salvatore <ebensalvatore@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, August 10, 2022 2:12 PM
Kevin Sutherland
Fw: Send data from MFP13749083 08/10/2022 14:14
DOC081022-08102022141433.pdf

Hello‐ here are some figures from two stores on West Street. You can see what even a few cruise ships in
April means to them.
From: Bar Harbor Regency Copier <regency‐copier@barharborresorts.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2022 2:14 PM
To: Eben Salvatore <ebensalvatore@hotmail.com>
Subject: Send data from MFP13749083 08/10/2022 14:14
Scanned from MFP13749083
Date:08/10/2022 14:14
Pages:4
Resolution:300x300 DPI
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Ellen Grover <egrover123@gmail.com>
Tuesday, August 9, 2022 5:40 PM
Kevin Sutherland
Council
Compelling Cruise Ship Article, OUTSIDE Magazine

Kevin,
The two recent Council Meetings have raised more questions than answers regarding the future of
cruise ships in our waters and the rights of a community to determine its identity and regulate its
carrying capacity and growth.
I presume you all have seen this article, but if not, please take the time to digest it; it is insightful and
most pertinent to our situation here in Bar Harbor. We are not the only community struggling with this
issue; I like to think that might doesn't always make right, and that a balance can be achieved as we
move forward to provide for the future livability and sustainability of our small but unique island
community. We do have choices....do we not?
https://www.outsideonline.com/adventure-travel/news-analysis/key-west-cruise-ships/
Respectfully,
Ellen Grover
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Erica Brooks <erica.brooks@swanagency.com>
Thursday, August 11, 2022 3:04 PM
Kevin Sutherland
Draft Cruiseship Management Plan

Hello,
Hoping this email finds you well and all comments are being read and considered; the reason I am saying that is due to
the fact that the citizens have spoken on this topic many times and sadly it doesn’t seem to fit the Council’s agenda so it
often does not get considered, hardly a fair way to approach town government. This a hot topic in our Town and has
caused a lot of tension that seems to take away from the simple facts and the basic economics involved. I will keep it
simple for that reason.
Cruiseships (and any tourism frankly!) in the shoulder seasons are very beneficial and the Chamber and many of the
local business groups (Innkeeper Assoc. for example, and even ANP), worked hard for many years to boost tourism in
the shoulder seasons. It is what helps keep the lights on and bills paid AND encourages more year round/longer seasons
for owners who live here year round (another bonus we are all striving for here). I can not understand WHY we would be
going backwards and turning away ships or adding more pas caps during those months ‐ this non tax revenue plus the
added money from commerce is amazing and most Towns across our great State are looking at us in disbelief that we
would be turning away this economic boost especially in the shoulder seasons.
The other area that sticks out to me as a taxpayer, homeowner and business owner in this town is the proposed
reduction in Sept/Oct to 3800/day and the combined monthly cap for Sept/October at 65000. I am not an expert in this
field by any means, but I have been to many meetings on this subject and read the studies over the last 3‐4 years. This
proposed reduction seems EXTREME at best. I live and work in downtown Bar Harbor. I have a very good handle on the
day to day “traffic/congestion” in general we deal with here. I can tell you the main issues I see are the result of the lack
of proper planning over the last 10 years when we have been in an economic boom and tourism boom. The issue is not
with cruise ship passengers and their excursions, etc. For cruiseships to take the brunt of this over crowding issue is
simply nonsense. If the Town had a proper Planner and Economic Development task force in place and a fully staffed
planning department (thankfully it is a well oiled machine these days with the great staff in our planning department), I
do think the citizens would not be feeling this overwhelming angst related to overcrowding. Already I see a better flow
with how things are being run this year with the passenger flow, busses, excursion vehicles, and tender disembarkment
locations. The problem is not the amount of passengers. The problem has been a mismanagement of flow, with ALL
bodies and vehicles.
I am confident that with a fresh set of eyes, such as yours, you will be able to see through this chaos, and focus on the
facts and the overall economic health of our town. I also am grateful to know with this fresh perspective you may be
able to take a non bias approach and view this for what it is. The days of making cruiseships the scapegoat are hopefully
coming to an end. This topic has consumed way too much energy and resources from our Town staff, Councilors,
Planning Board members, and Warrant Committee members, let alone that of the cruise ship committee who has been
extremely diligent and compromising over the last few years to reach a common goal.
I love Bar Harbor, like many people that I work with (I’m a Realtor on the island), and I meet many clients who came to
Bar Harbor for their first time on a cruise and have come back for many years and even eventually bought homes. We
really need to get back to basics and remember that at the end of the day we all have a love and respect for the Bar
Harbor community and that means working together to come up with common sense solutions that unite our
community versus divide. I am truly very concerned about the loss of non tax revenue and losses to our business
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community if these draft items are pushed forward. Taxes are going up, water/sewer rates are going up, cost of living is
rising, it is a slippery slope.
Thank you for your time,
Erica Brooks, REALTOR
The Swan Agency
The Erica Brooks Group erica.brooks@swanagency.com
barharborrealestate@gmail.com
207.217.0505 mobile
207.288.5818 ext 18 office

Emails sent or received shall neither constitute acceptance of conducting transactions via electronic means nor shall
create a binding contract in the absence of a fully signed written agreement.
WIRE FRAUD: During your representation by Swan Agency Real Estate, you will never be asked, via email, to wire
or send funds to anyone, not even a title company. DO NOT COMPLY WITH EMAIL INSTRUCTIONS TO WIRE
FUNDS! Always verify the telephone number and call to confirm.
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

George Seavey <geoseavey@hotmail.com>
Thursday, August 11, 2022 5:05 PM
Kevin Sutherland
Cruise ships

My Name is George Seavey I was born and raised in Bar Harbor and served on the first cruise ship task force, we worked
hard to come up with Solutions to make the cruise industry and Town of Bar Harbor mesh in together and with a
Relationship that works for all, The State of Maine, Bar Harbor, and surrounding communities all Benefit greatly form
Cruise ships and their visitors, it is vital to many businesses on the Island to maintain the current level of visits. We put
safeguards in place to protect us and the industry, also those who rely on it. This petition seeks to disrupt that and
should not even be considered, We do not have some over abundance of cruise ships or visits or visitors to Bar Harbor
this year, numbers this year are actually down for Island Explorer riders , Acadia national Park, and all the local
businesses. The Benefits to not disrupting the flow is important to local businesses we need to stop this constant
pressure of having to change the current system we have in place. I worked hard and kept the residents in the forefront
on all of my votes and suggestions pertaining to the task force . It is almost insulting to discard our hard work and
countless hours spent working on a plan that suited Bar Harbor, its visitors and residents. Millions of dollars are spent
here every year from Cruise ships and their guests, so much so that the University of Maine’s economic study showed
the State of Maine made 12 million in 6% sales tax. Why would we take away from our communities and put a further
financial burden on anyone. More so now then ever with the Economic state we are in and after Covid plus the current
inflation, some of us are struggling around here. We are not all making money hand over fist. It’s time to put a stop to
the special interest groups and people who want to change what Bar Harbor has always been a tourist destination. And
no matter how hard certain groups want to change that we are what we are. We need to embrace this and move
forward. Thanks for your time.
Sent from my iPhone
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

jlevesque56@yahoo.com
Thursday, August 11, 2022 8:27 AM
manager@barharbormaine.gov
council@barharbormaine.gov
Cruise ship related questions

Dear Mr. Sutherland,
After reviewing your proposal for oversight of cruise ships, I still support the citizens petition. Your recommendation
doesn’t go far enough. It is unfortunate that the original proposal by the town council was not adopted since it intended
to cap passengers at 2500 and included total caps and no cruise ship days. Capping at 4000 a day is still too many. No
cruise ships in April or November is hardly worth mentioning as our streets are empty at that time anyway.
I have a few questions:
1. Why didn’t the original proposal go forward? Of the little bit I saw it seemed reasonable. No buy in from CLIA and
Walsh? Did you have your proposal vetted by them and that is why the cap is so high?
2. You mentioned as did Eben Salvatore that the Town has no say on what ships can come to our harbor based on
environmental records, yet Key West gives preference to ships with strong environmental records. How do they do it?
3. The council threatens that real estate taxes will rise if cruise ships are limited. Do you have data on this and by how
much might they increase? Other communities on MDI ban cruise ships and they seem to be able to manage their
property taxes without cruise ship cash.
4. Do we have any rights to refuse foreign flagged ships who are well known for their poor environmental records and
labor practices?

Thank you,
Jackie Levesque

Sent from my iPad
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane Barnes <penelopesbarharbor@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 11, 2022 4:20 PM
Kevin Sutherland
Concerns about reduction of cruise ships proposal

Hello ‐
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed reduction of cruise ships in Bar Harbor.
I feel the potential ban on April and November ships is unnecessary since these months will not add many passengers
and often during months that could experience unfavorable weather conditions there will undoubtedly be cancellations
anyway. I do hope these are not banned. They will help with downturns that may occur due to recent inflationary
concerns.
I am very concerned about the daily, monthly & yearly caps being proposed. If implemented, this will impact my
business income to a large degree. My location is near the waterfront and the revenue from cruise ships is something I
count on heavily. The caps as proposed will cause a deep cut in my livelihood. Major adjustments and decisions would
have to be made.
Ideally, I would like to see things remain the same. The past few years have been so up and down that it would be great
to have a better idea as to expectations. Deep cuts would be very sad indeed.
Sincerely,
Jane Barnes
Owner
Penelope's
‐‐
Jane Barnes
Penelope's
50 West Street #13
Bar Harbor ME 04609
207‐801‐9270
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janice Hanscom <janice.hanscom.bh@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 11, 2022 6:04 PM
manager@barharbormaine.gov
Cruise ships

Dear Kevin,
I would like to put my two cents worth in regarding how to better manage the cruise ship industry in this town.
There is a place for cruise ships here, I would never suggest that they not be here. Mr. Sidman's approach is simply too
extreme, at least in my opinion, even though I believe I did sign his petition without fully grasping the depth of
reduction.
We definitely need to reduce the number of cruise ships, that goes without saying. I think a lot of folks would be
receptive to allowing one cruise ship per day. Period. I know this doesn't fit the industry's calendar, but if the desire to
come here is great enough, there must be a compromise.
One of my biggest peeves, as with many people, is the issue of the buses on the waterfront and along Newport Drive on
multiple ship days. I would like to see the town no longer allow the big buses to park, load, and unload anywhere in the
downtown waterfront area. The ferry terminal is the ideal place for these buses to stage. If the cruise ship passengers
were to be tendered to the ferry terminal, then those wishing to tour the park could board the bus and go directly to the
main entrance to the park from Rt 3, then return using the same route. Those folks wanting to come into town would
then take a dedicated trolley or Explorer bus into town and back to the ferry terminal, running with the current Explorer
bus schedule.
Imagine what this change alone could do!
This town is leaving way too much money on the table for the benefit of a private business owner. The town should be
getting the lion's share of the money brought in, after all. It is the town and all the residents that have to put up with the
frustration of this industry with only a few that are benefitting at everyone else's expense.
The town can't prevent the Walsh's from allowing cruise ship passengers to disembark onto their own property. Not
allowing any buses in town would be a way to curtail this, or, even if those folks that desire to take a bus tour were to be
tendered to the ferry terminal and bused to and from the park from that location, and those wishing to stay in town
tendered to Harbor Place, would greatly help to eliminate a lot of frustrating congestion for all. This, along with a decent
reduction in ship numbers, would be a huge improvement for this ongoing problem.
Your consideration regarding my thoughts on these issues would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you,
Janice Hanscom
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

FIRST EXPRESS <61cottage@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 11, 2022 6:53 AM
Town Manager
Cruise ship citizens petition

Hi Kevin,
I am writing as a business owner and for all other business owners in town.
The only reason the town has a full‐time year round UPD and FedEx option, as well as a myriad of other services is
because of tourism.
I lose money in the winter, but that is my choice. Luckily most years I make enough in the 5 busy months for it to even
out.
So, my point is, the initiative goes way too far. As a cruise ship committee member we gave a great proposal with
compromise and the petition people don't care about compromise.
It will take 5 years, but eventually we can get to a manageable level with no mega huge ships which no one wants. AND
we won't get sued.
Thanks for listening
Jen Cough
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James O'Connell <bdoconnell123@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 11, 2022 5:56 PM
manager@barharbormaine.gov
Re: 3 rd questions

#4 Question
Can you verify an occasion where a 500 passenger ship called for 10 buses?

OPINION
Dear Mr Sutherland. The number of tour buses is consistent on the amount of passengers.
it averages 10‐15% of the lower berth capacity. Today 2000 got off the Pearl and the parking attendees said they used 4
buses. That is normal. The 500 passenger ship, you feared has sold every seat on the ship requiring 10 buses, will need
1 bus
All ships sell the tours on board which keeps up to 75% of the profits.
Jim O’Connell
Sent from my iPad

On Aug 11, 2022, at 1:03 AM, James O'Connell <bdoconnell123@gmail.com> wrote:

#3 Question. the How will you count disembarkation and be able to notify a ship, with a reservation
accepted, that we have reached our capacity for this month?

OPINION
Up till now we have used the easy no counting registered Lower Berth Capacity number. LBC is used
everywhere. The industry can coordinate if the required number is known ahead of time. Very few
times we have been asked to bend the rules. it won’t be a crushing blow to hear a no.
Thanks
Jim O’Connell
Sent from my iPad

On Aug 8, 2022, at 1:09 AM, James O'Connell <bdoconnell123@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear Kevin
I appreciate you reaching out to the larger public for questions.
Thanks
Jim O’Connell
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#1 Question. What relevance does the map highlighting Yarmouth have to do with cruise ships? Why
are we shown a map of ports that don’t host cruise ships?
OPINION
You can find the itinerary maps googling Boston cruise itinerary maps . There are Carnival and RCL
itineraries that bypass Bar Harbor and go direct to St. john from Boston and Portland.
Also, Boston is a class A Port of Entry and is used as such. No ship must stop in Maine for US entry. It
is inconvenient for some itineraries.
These itinerary maps are critical info.

#2 Question. Would the Town Council please post the SOP on the Town Official Website under
everything with cruise ship in the title ?
OPINION
This is the most critical document, yet it can not be found on the Town Website.
The Standard of Operation Procedure, the Cruise Lines are given every year, clearly states in the very
first line, “Under Federal, State and local laws, Bar Harbor has regulatory authority over anchorage and
disembarkation into the Town”. Further it states that by making a reservation the cruise line agrees to
abide by the regulations outlined in this document.
This is our contract with CLIA.
I believe this needs to be the first item listed under Cruise Ship Info on the town Website.

Sent from my iPad
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

alisonandjohn@roadrunner.com
Monday, August 8, 2022 6:51 AM
'manager@barharbormaine.gov'
RE: Cruise Management Plan & Citizen's Initiative

Kevin, we felt that your presentation of the proposed new Cruise Management Plan on August 2nd was very clear and
easy to understand when we watched the Town Council meeting on Spectrum.
Unfortunately the related story in the Mount Desert Islander did not do as well with communicating. First, on page 1
they titled the story to make it sound that only the news about the citizens initiative would be covered. I almost didn’t
even find the story about your negotiated plan because of that ‐ luckily my husband read the whole article and told me
where to find the story I was looking for. Then they didn’t publish your clear slides and I think that their version is much
harder to understand for the people who didn’t watch your presentation.
I think it would be really helpful for the town residents for the council to publish your version in the paper or in some
kind of mailer. This plan makes total sense to us and will reduce some of the impact that some citizens are worried
about while still allowing a reasonable number of cruise ships to come in to help both the town revenue and the bottom
line for our shops and restaurants.
On the subject of the citizen's initiative, we worry that if it passes it will be the start of a long legal battle with the cruise
ship industry which will cost the town a lot of money, causing our taxes to go up. As you learned in your working group
earlier this year, Bar Harbor is an important port for the cruise ship industry and for the other towns making up the
Canada / New England itineraries. The cruise ship industry will not easily give up the port of Bar Harbor since it is a big
favorite with cruise ship passengers as well as being a convenient location to clear customs on the southbound runs back
from Canada. Again, I would hope that the town council will bring this concern to the voters either in the newspaper or
via a mailer. We are sure that the group leading the citizen's initiative will be doing their own version so it will be best to
present both sides. You might also review what happened when the town of Key West tried to do something similar and
ended up with fewer restrictions allowed than before they started. Our previous harbor master warned the town council
of this possibility before he retired.
Yours truly,
John & Alison Lawrence
residents of Town Hill since 2010 and frequent cruise passengers
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kevin DesVeaux <info@weststreetcafe.com>
Thursday, August 11, 2022 12:50 PM
Kevin Sutherland
April, November Cruise Ship Visits

Hello Kevin
April and November are notoriously slower months for Bar Harbor as a town and for the businesses that operate here.
Any cruise ship that arrives is hugely beneficially to most businesses open, with little impact to the town as a whole.
Also, year round residents desire more business to stay open for a longer season. One shoulder season cruise ship can
make a payroll for the entire week, enable a business to stay open in April or November when they otherwise could not.
Lunches in September and October are often much slower than the summer months, as visitors are couples and not
families. These couples often spend their days in the park and come in for dinner instead. Cruise ships help supplement
these slower lunches and extend our season well into late October and early November.

Example 1:



2021 guest counts for September without cruise ships were down over 3,000 versus 2019 with cruise ships.
October for the same period was down about 2,400 lunches. This accounts for $100,000’s of lost revenue for
just one establishment, during a “record” car visitation year.

Example 2:




April 2021 lunch sales (12 days open) $17508
April 2022 lunch sales (12 days open) $41815 a 139% increase over 2021. The difference…two Pearl visits.

Regards,
Kevin

Kevin DesVeaux
West Street Cafe
76 West Street
Bar Harbor Maine 04609
207-288-5242 Restaurant
207-266-3624 Cell
info@weststreetcafe.com
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kim Swan <kim.swan@swanagency.com>
Thursday, August 11, 2022 12:07 PM
Kevin Sutherland
Cruise Ship Management Plan

Hi Kevin,
I'm writing about the cruise ship issue as I feel strongly that we, as a community, need to start finding balance. Nobody
is going to be completely happy with any decision and they really shouldn't be. If we are finding balance then both sides
are going to feel like they lost something but hopefully also won a little.
I hope that the committee's position is considered and that we find a place where the entire community and all
stakeholders feel that their positions have been taken into consideration.
Thank you,
Kim
‐‐
Kimberly Swan
Swan Agency Real Estate
Swan Hospitality Group
kimberlyswan.com
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Shawn Porter <shawnporter77@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 11, 2022 4:14 PM
Cornell Knight
Cruise debacle

Hello,
My name is Loren Hubbard. Together with my wife and 2 children we own 3 stores in the downtown area. This is year 31
for me. I've owned stores on the Main St hill for around 28 of those years. I have as much or more experience as almost
anyone in the retail side on the impact of cruise ships. The current middle ground proposal is a plan that simply doesn't
work on a multitude of levels. The biggest problem I see is how you or anyone can single out an industry or individual
businesses and say, "sorry we don't like your business you have to go". We hear almost daily, "we drove by and town
was busy everyone must be doing good". I'm 100% sure people do not realize just how much of a financial commitment
it is to turn a key every year here. To put it clearly, we are all deeply financially invested. For us with 3 stores I tell people
openly I'm committed to over a million dollars every spring. I've yet to hear discussion on how limiting cruise ships will
impact profitability, inventory, and ordering cycles for businesses. In short, how are we supposed to plan? It wasn't long
ago that stores were 50% off for a good part of the fall. Cruise ships allow us to stretch our "full price" selling season and
to keep paying our help. Lastly, I'd like each councilor to personally announce which other industries in the town of Bar
Harbor they intend to reduce in order to match what we are expected to give up.. So how much do we need to just
break even? How busy is busy enough? I'd say the downtown business community is more than capable of deciding
what WE NEED.
Thank you,
Loren Hubbard
Shawn Porter
Bar Harbor residents and owners of Little Village Gifts at 75 Main, 5 Main, and 29 Cottage
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marsha Smith <marshamidcoast@gmail.com>
Tuesday, August 9, 2022 10:31 AM
manager@barharbormaine.gov
cruise ships

Hello,
When making changes to your cruise ship policies‐please keep in mind how many people make their living from the
business they generate. I personally know several businesses who can keep going because of the income they make
from the ships.
Thank you for your consideration.
Regards,
Marsha Smith
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Martha Searchfield <emhellsearch@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 4, 2022 10:37 AM
Manager@Barharbormaine. Gov
Cruise Working Group

Hi Kevin,
Excellent presentation Tuesday and the info on the town website. Definitely feels like it
is still an open negotiation.
As someone who works with cruise ships and as a land based lodging property owner I
think this process has gone very well.
My two cents for what it is worth:
4000 is a good PAX cap
Sanctuary days are very important.
I think the cruise ship season should begin April 15th
-I think this year was an anomaly with Bobby/Tubby and getting the floats in
-Historically the park has "opened" for the season April 15th
-many of the ships that come are smaller and transitioning to a new routes
I think the monthly caps in September/October should be a little higher. The Fall is so
important to so many retailers/restaurants.
I hope the retailers/restaurants weigh in. It's very hard to explain the patterns of
seasonal businesses until you have lived/worked it.
My business benefits from cruise passengers who visit Maine on a cruise and then return
at a later date for a longer stay.
For a little background info
I own a small traditional year round B&B (16 years)
I own a weekly rental property
I own a campsite with seasonal renters.
I am one of 2 Bar Harbor Port Agents for Intercruies.
I moved here permanently in 2005
Was a seasonal resident for most of my life prior to moving
My family is from Bangor, I am a fifth generation Mainer
I am in the tourism business because I love it!
All best,
Martha Searchfield
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Philip Galperin <philgalperin@gmail.com>
Monday, August 8, 2022 10:23 AM
council@barharbormaine.gov; manager@barharbormaine.gov
Cruise Ship Questions

Dear Manager Sutherland and Council President Peacock,
Key West like Bar Harbor has voted to reduce cruise ships and also is a town where Ocean Properties has a big foot
print. By separate email I am forwarding a long article about Key West and it’s issues with cruise ships. Approximately
twenty‐two paragraphs into the article there are specific details about Ocean Properties. Since Ocean Properties owns
one of the piers, the City of Key West, cannot reduce the number of passengers that come aboard at that pier; and Key
West is tied up in litigation. However, they were able to place limits at piers owned by the City. Also, it is my
understanding that Portland Maine has just passed a initiative to limit cruise ship passengers to 1,000 per day, the same
as Bar Harbor.
In view of similar situations in other municipalities, my questions are as follows:
—Has the Town spoken to our counterparts in Key West or Portland to gleam any insight into what our legal
consequences maybe from limitations that we may place on cruise ships? Are our circumstances similar or different;
and, if so, in what ways?
—Do we have any legal consequences if we negotiate directly with the cruise ship companies and not Ocean
Properties? I understand the Town is negotiating with the cruise ship companies directly.
—What do the lawyers who represent our Town feel our possible liabilities may be:



‐If the vote passes to limit in town cruise ship visitors to 1000 per day.
‐If the vote fails; and we proceed based on the contract negotiated directly with the cruise ship
industry.

We heard from an Ocean Properties attorney and another attorney at the last public hearing, but we have not publicly
heard from our Town’s attorney. I know there are many unknowns, but our Town Attorney must have an opinion.
I think it important to answer my questions in a manner that speaks to everyone not just myself. We need information
of this nature to cast intelligent votes on the issue in the fall and to negate any appearance of non transparency on the
part of the Town.
So, I urge you to answer my questions in a public forum of some type. If you are going to do that via the Aug 16th Town
packet or other public format, it is not necessary to answer me individually; but, in that case, do let me know.
Thank you,
Mary Galperin
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

MCB <mattbrestle@yahoo.com>
Thursday, August 11, 2022 4:32 PM
Kevin Sutherland
Comments on proposed Cruise Ship Management Plan

Mr. Kevin Sutherland,
I am submitting my comments (per your request) reference the Draft Cruise Ship Management Plan that has been
negotiated between the working group and the Cruise Ship industry.

I own two properties in Bar Harbor (9 Federal Street and 2 Billings Ave) and pay substantial taxes on
each. Both are in downtown Bar Harbor just feet from the ship operations and I have experienced no
negative impact on and aspect of my life due to the return of their operations.
I have many friends that own successful businesses, have their children in Bar Harbor schools, and also pay
their taxes. It is hard for me to understand the logic of the proposed cuts, when it was stated several times
publicly and on the record that the current season is “going so well”. I attend the council meetings, I believe
at the last meeting I heard that there have been zero complaints?
I have listened and followed this issue for 2 years hearing how upset this community was going to be when
the cruise ships returned. Yet they are back in full operation without issues. From my observations I only
see nice people visiting for a short amount of time without a personal vehicle and enjoying our beautiful
island and National Park.
I also recognize that the large revenues passengers generate effect my/our tax liability (in a positive way)
and provide myself, my friends and many others a good living wage. The loss of said revenues would most
likely result in increased taxes which I’m sure all parties would agree is not a desired result.
Are we all expected to pay more and earn less to fix a problem or satisfy an agenda?
Respectfully submitted,
Matt Brestle
207‐412‐3620
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nina Barufaldi <barharborjewel@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 11, 2022 4:09 PM
Kevin Sutherland
Cruise Ship Plan

Hi Kevin.
I appreciate that you have worked hard to come up with a plan that is palatable to maintaining cruise visitation while
considering Bar Harbor's residents.
I think the ongoing improvements to the cruise visitation have been considerable this year. The mitigation strategies are
working well and traffic is flowing smoothly. I know the decreased visibility of the new anchorage is also a great
improvement.
There are a few items I hope you consider as you move forward: the business community has worked diligently to create
a year round community and increase business during our shoulder seasons. I think that we should maintain April and
November as opportunities for cruise tourism. In seasonal businesses every little bit helps. Also, the more "year‐round"
our businesses are, the more year round our personnel become. By employing people longer in the year, it increases the
opportunity to make year round residents out of them :)
I'd also like you to consider monthly caps v. the daily caps. This will result in more days off, which is visually more
significant to the town than smaller ships.
I hope that when considering licensing and management of shoreside ordinances, you include the business in your
decision making process, as they are the most significantly impacted by and potential changes.
Thanks for your consideration Kevin.
See you shortly.
Nina
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robin Wright <bsvinc07@yahoo.com>
Thursday, August 11, 2022 10:18 AM
Kevin Sutherland
citizens initiative

Good Morning,
My name is Robin Wright and I have something to say about the cruise ship issue.
I own DownEast Deli at 65 Main Street. Because of the success I have had, due much in part to the spring and fall cruise
ships I also own Pink Pastry Shop and Sugar Bakery.
I have many customers become repeat visitors that tell me they come every year on a ship, or they tell me they came
back because they first came on a ship.
How are we as a town going to explain the absolute discrimination of an entire industry?? This says its ok to come in a
car, park wherever they find an opening never mind to whom it actually belongs, take up all the parking spots (YES I know
they pay for it now, trust me I hear it on a regular basis from locals and tourists alike) wipe out the grocery store, make it
impossible to go out for dinner on a whim, leave their trash behind and generally act like there aren't people actually living
here...
BUT if you come on a cruise ship for a day we dont want you?? You, the cruise ship passenger who gets off the ship,
goes on an excursion they booked, walk around town buying lobster rolls, ice cream, whoopie pies and t-shirts or coffee,
then gets back on the ship in time for dinner and the sail out of our town. YES they LEAVE !! THAT person doesn't get to
come here by cruise ship??
YES I absolutely have built 3 businesses on our tourism industry. The ships account for 25-30% of my revenue in the
average year. That means a non covid year. We are going to be back to kids going to school so the ships play a large part
in starting my season, bringing in money to be open when its early and in the fall after they go back. I have to bump up all
my shops for a cruise ship day. We order more lobster ( helping fishermen, our other industry) more blueberry pies and
whoopies. My staff make more sales, more tips enabling me to hire more staff. OH right speaking of staff, I'll mention
HOUSING. I have 4 apartments and a house that I use for the sole purpose of being able to have staff at all. Those were
created for staff only. Staff that spends money right here in town, eating shopping etc... without the housing I wouldn't be
open anymore.
I have been fortunate but not without a lot of blood, sweat and tears....and I mean literally. I now get to pay the taxes on
the building I renovated at 14 Cottage street, a stupid amount of money goes quarterly to, yes BH, for the sprinkler system
I had to put in that uses not one drop of water. I fight to keep random people from parking behind the building my private
spaces because they feel entitled to do whatever they want here, If I wanted to offset some of the costs of my personal
home by renting it out as some do...I can't because the council and the town have changed the rules again and I'm not
getting into that whole shitshow. Our water and sewer bills are high because were commercial, getting deliveries is a
nightmare because again people park wherever they damn well want I write an astronomical amount of checks to stay in
business in this town.
And now, some people that moved here from away, dont want to see cruise ships in the harbor?? Because that's what
this is. Lets just call it what it is. They feel entitled to do anything they can to get what they want, which is no ships. Those
little ones that come in and dock at the pier dont even move the needle on the number of people in this town. This town
was built on tourism. I built my little piece of this town on tourism and on those ships. I dont count?? The money that gets
dumped back into this town from my businesses doesn't count? Mt neighbors and friend who also own business in the
downtown area and depend on those ships...they dont count?? We are not working this hard in this town for fun. We
have lost our neighborhoods to vacation rentals, our restaurants to tourists who bitch about prices, then go wipe out the
grocery store and now we need a reservation to up Cadillac.
It is what it is, what's done is done. But this ship thing is NOT done yet. There will be lawsuits which we as taxpayers are
going to foot the bill for, (like we need more taxes) for something that doesn't have to happen. There is a happy medium,
OK maybe happy is pushing it but here is a balance that can be achieved. The cruise ship committee came up with some
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really good options for moderation in number of boats and passengers, putting them out near the bluffs not in town etc.
but that's not what they want, they want no ships period.
Limiting the passengers to 1,000 is going to cost us. It will cost me personally, downtown merchants personally and yes
the town of Bar Harbor will also be affected.
Thank you for your time,
Robin
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Ron Wrobel <ron@acadiaperk.com>
Monday, August 8, 2022 10:17 AM
manager@barharbormaine.gov; val@barharbormaine.gov; eearlyward@barharbormaine.gov;
mhochman@barharbormaine.gov; gary@garyfriedmann.com; jill@barharbormaine.gov;
jdobbs@barharbormaine.gov; jminutolo@barharbormaine.gov
Corey Vanskike
Cruise Management Discussion

Good Morning!
Last year, my husband and I opened a small coffee shop across from the Village Green, Acadia Perk. We were very
happy with our first season and had committed to making the shop work for a few seasons. Our first season, we made
enough to get by and survive the long, cold winter.
This season, with the return of cruise ships, our business is up nearly 40% YTD. As I see some of the locals begin to cry
that "their town is too busy," I would remind you that tourism is the reason that so many of our residents are able to
survive here. Too many of these locals do not recognize that they are dependent on tourism, even if it is indirectly.
I would encourage each of you to do what you can to prevent these absurd caps and limits on visitors.

Ron Wrobel
Owner, Acadia Perk
207-801-9306 | 207-619-2715 | ron@acadiaperk.com
www.acadiaperk.com
5 Firefly Lane, Bar Harbor ME 04609
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Acadia Jewels <hi@acadiajewels.com>
Thursday, August 11, 2022 4:03 PM
manager@barharbormaine.gov
Cruise Ships Bar Barbor

Hi there,
Hope you’ve settled in nicely into your new role. I just wanted to share my thoughts on the cruise ships. Being that I’ve
spent the majority of my career working in cruise ports like Alaska and the Virgin Islands, I thought a would offer a
different perspective to the cap.
Quality not quantity. The intended outcome of capping ought to be increased dollars spent in the town. When capping
the amount of passengers without looking at the bottom line, the bottom line suffers. In talking with various business
owners, both proponents and opponents of the cruises, I have gathered that they all care about the bottom line. While
volume can be argued to increase the bottom line, it comes at a cost. More employees are needed to accommodate the
increase in bodies. Higher demand for work force in an area with such a limited capacity for housing, leaves everyone
with a bad taste in their mouth. We all saw it last year with the experiences of the visitors to Bar Harbor, they shared
with us their frustrations of having to wait 2 or 3 hours to be seated to eat or to be attended they had to compete with
10 other bodies. Last year, no one could have imagined the rebound travel that would come to Bar Harbor. So the
sentiment of capping is absolutely valid, however, I’m sure at the end of the year many business owners rejoiced at their
record breaking profits. Which is why many believe a cap is bad, they think volume increases the bottom line. It can but
the cost isn’t worth it.
Therefore I offer a different perspective. I suggest bringing in cruise ships that aren’t low priced, cruise ships that curate
their demographic and therefore bring in those who would appreciate the town beyond the t‐shirt and key chain crowd.
Not that the above mentioned shouldn’t be allowed to visit, but we ought to consider what our target demographic is
for this area. If the quality of the capped passengers isn’t taken into consideration, a capped cruise port with low quality
visitors would end with a very devastating economic blow to everyone. So if you’re gonna cap do so with caution,
otherwise get over capping and welcome everyone in.
Thanks for your time and consideration.

Best wishes,
Roxanne.
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Parent <cantwellkeene@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 11, 2022 9:03 AM
Kevin Sutherland
Re: Cruise ships

Kevin,
I would like to share that I am feeling alienated in my own home town. Progress happens yes, but the willy‐nilly growth
of BH has made it a less hospitable place for those
born here and probably love it the most. :0)
Capping the cruise ship visitation numbers is one way to help reduce the wear and tear on our resources and our
community. I advocate doing that as quickly as possible, understanding the need
for diplomacy. I would like to see a reduction in number of ships and passengers during June July and August and would
advocate moving those burdens to mid Oct on and to April and early May.
Thanks again.
Take care.
Trisha

On Thu, Aug 11, 2022 at 8:57 AM Kevin Sutherland <ksutherland@barharbormail.org> wrote:
You’re welcome Trisha and thank you for your support.

If there is anything specific you’d like me to share with Council, please let me know.

From: Parent <cantwellkeene@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2022 8:49 PM
To: manager@barharbormaine.gov
Subject: Re: Cruise ships

Kevin,
Thank you for taking the time to speak with me today. I appreciate it especially given what I am sure is a busy time.
None of the issues facing the town are easily solved however I think we all need to be heard and hopefully can work
together to find viable solutions.
Your job is not easy. Take care and best of luck helping us all straighten out the tangles.
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My best regards,
Trisha

On Wed, Aug 10, 2022 at 10:11 AM Parent <cantwellkeene@gmail.com> wrote:
Hello Kevin,
I am a native of Bar Harbor and own a home in Town Hill.
I would like to give input on the cruise ship discussion.
Could you give me a call at your convenience please?
I am at 2074609633.
Thank you.
Trisha Cantwell Keene
775 Crooked Rd.
Bar Harbor
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Kevin Sutherland
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

VHall@machiassavings.com
Thursday, August 11, 2022 2:51 PM
manager@barharbormaine.gov
Cruise Management Proposal

Dear Mr. Sutherland,
I am writing with my comments regarding the Cruise Management proposal that is currently under consideration. Cruise
ship visitation has created tremendous economic value to the town. The industry, its environmental impact, and
visitation management is something that has been a topic of discussion and study for many years. The town has had at
least two cruise ship visitation management proposals prepared by independent consultants, and now another proposal
prepared by individuals from the community. My hunch is there won’t be a plan that will please everyone, but the plan
that most people can live will likely pull elements from each of the proposals that have been prepared over the years.
I confess to have not participated in the discussions that lead to the proposal so my comments are very high level:
1.
With regard to eliminating cruise ships in April and November: the Chamber of Commerce and other
stakeholders have worked hard for decades to expand the “shoulder season,” to stretch economic activity beyond
Memorial Day to Labor Day. Cruise ship visits in April and November support this initiative and has been widely
acceptable and supported by business owners and community member alike. It is one of the few elements that actually
has common ground.
2.
Passenger caps (monthly or daily): on the surface these proposed caps seem potentially arbitrary as they do not
appear to reflect actual activity. For example, reducing the daily cap in September and October isn’t likely to have the
effect being sought given that there is rarely a day when the current cap of 5500 is met. Further, weather conditions,
particularly in October, routinely result in ship visit cancellations. May, June, September, and October cruise ship visits
also contribute to the efforts to expand the “shoulder season.” Between May and October, May and June are the
slowest months for land based travelers. The cruise ship visitors in May and June help to fill those gaps for our local
businesses. I believe the Harbor Master has done an excellent job managing cruise ship scheduling under the current
system of daily/monthly caps.
I was disappointed to see that traffic congestion was not addressed by the current proposal. The Town Pier/Agamont
Park area was not built to safely accommodate the number and size of busses that travel through and park there on
cruise ship days. The congestion creates safety concerns, ruins the aesthetics of the area, and adversely affects the
enjoyment of the park. There have been proposals in the past with recommendations surrounding passenger movement
management, including dispersing the disembarkation activities among multiple areas.
Rather than reducing the number of ship or passenger visits, I think we could do a better job managing passenger traffic
to create a more pleasant experience for all visitors, and continue to enjoy the economic benefits, including reduced
property taxes, that the cruise ship industry provides Bar Harbor.
In summary, I do not support the elimination of cruise ships in April and November, and I do not support reducing
passenger caps in May, June, September and October. My recommendation would be to revisit the recommendations
made by prior studies as they relate to passenger movement management.
I appreciate your consideration,
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Vicki Hall
VP, Business Banking
p. (207) 288-8071 ext. 3601 m. (207) 460-2936
Click here to SEND FILES securely
#1 Best Small Bank in Maine, 2020 - Newsweek
#2 Best Places to Work for in Maine, 2021
#8 Best Banks to Work for in the Nation, 2021 - American Banker Magazine

The information contained in this e‐mail (including attachments) is intended for the recipients specified in the message
and may be privileged, confidential, proprietary, or otherwise protected from use or disclosure and should be treated as
a confidential Machias Savings Bank communication. If you are not the intended recipient, any use, distribution,
printing, copying or action in reliance on the contents of this email is prohibited. If you received this email in error,
please immediately delete it from your systems and notify the sender. Thank you.
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BAR HARBOR TOWN COUNCIL POLICY REVIEW TIMELINE (FY23)
July
Tax Payment Policy
Purchasing Policy
Acquired Property Policy
August
Personnel Rules
Snow Removal Policy
Poverty Abatement Policy

December
Cable TV Public Access Policy
Cooperating Agencies Policy
Cruise Ship Fee Policy
Council - Staff Interaction Policy
January
Cruise Ship Tour Bus and Tour Vehicle Policy
Speed Limit Policy
Permit and Paid Parking Policy
Street Light Policy

September
Appointments Policy (intro on 9/16)
Rules of Order (intro on 9/16)
Land Acquisition Policy
Investment Policy
Debt Management Policy
Debt Compliance Policy

February
Outside Water Discount Policy
Road Acceptance Policy
Road Discontinuance Policy
Storm and Sewer Backup Policy

October
Utility Location Permits Policy
Road and Sidewalk Opening Policy
Curb Cut Policy
Consent Agreement Policy

March
Fund Balance Policy
Grants Policy
Severance Clause Policy
Surplus Property Policy

November
Liquor Licensing Policy
Alcoholic Beverage Policy
Tobacco Free Recreation Policy
Remote Participation Policy

April
Banking Policy
Safety Policy
Social Media Policy

* unless noted, policy introduced on the second meeting of the month listed, voted on at
the first meeting of the following month
REV. 8-12-22
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IXC2

Snow Removal Policy
Town of Bar Harbor
The following policy has been established to provide guidelines for the public and for plow
operators to follow in order to ensure consistent practices for snow and ice removal during
winter storm events. Since all streets and sidewalks cannot be plowed and/or salted first, it is
necessary for the Town of Bar Harbor to set priority areas based, primarily, on the need to keep
emergency vehicle response routes open and, secondarily, on the volume of traffic. Since all
sidewalks cannot be plowed or salted, it is necessary for the Town of Bar Harbor to set priorities
based on pedestrian traffic volumes and connection to walking destinations. Regardless, streets
take priority over sidewalks.

Snow Plowing - Streets
Priority One – Primary Routes
Top priority shall be given to Cottage Street, Cromwell Harbor Road, Crooked Road, Eagle Lake
Road, Fire Department (front area), Firefly Lane, Gilbert Farm Road, Hancock Street, Highbrook
Road, Indian Point Road, Knox Road, Ledgelawn Avenue, Main Street, Mt. Desert Street,
Norway Drive, Oak Hill Road, Otter Creek Drive (Route 3 to Mt. Desert Town Line), Rodick
Street, Town Hill Fire Department Parking Lot, Wayman Lane, West Street and West Street
Extension.
Priority Two – Secondary Routes
Once the Priority One roads have been and can be kept clear, work will proceed to , Acadian
Woods Circle, Acadian Woods Road, Agamont Lane, Albert Meadow, Amory Lane, Arata
Drive, Ash Street, Atlantic Avenue, Barberry Lane, Bayview Drive, Betsy’s Road, Billings
Avenue, Bloomfield Road, Bowles Avenue, Breakneck Road, Brewer Avenue, Bridge Street,
Cedar Avenue, Center Street, Champlain Road, Clark Cove Road, Cleftstone Road, Conners
Emerson, County Road, Cross Street, Davis Place, DeGregoire Park Road, Derby Lane, Des Isle
Avenue, Devon Road, Dewey Street, East Street, Edgewood Street, Elbow Lane, Federal Street,
Fern Meadow Drive, First South Street, Fogg Road, Folkestone Drive, Forest Street, Glen Mary
Road, Gray Road, Great Meadow Drive, Greeley Avenue, Grover Avenue, Hadley Point Road,
Harbor Lane, High Street, Holland Avenue, Howe Park Road, Kavanaugh Place, Kebo Street,
Kennebec Place, Kennebec Street, Ledgewood Road, Lenox Place, Livingston Road, Loren
Street, Lupine Way, Maple Avenue, McFarland Drive, Meadow Drive, Michigan Avenue, Mill
Brook Road, Mountain Avenue, Municipal Building Parking Lot, Myrtle Avenue, Newport
Drive, Newton Way, Norman Road, Norris Avenue, North Woodbury Road, Oak Street, Ocean
Avenue, Old Bar Harbor Road, Old Norway Drive, Oliver Street, Otter Cliff Road, Owl’s Nest
Lane, Park Street, Pine Heath Road, Pine Street, Pleasant Street, Police Department Parking Lot,
Prospect Avenue, Ridgeway Drive, Roberts Avenue, Roberts Square, Rockwood Avenue,
Rodick Place, Russell Farm Road, Sand Point Road, School Street, Schooner Head Road, Seely
Road, Shannon Road, Shannon Way, Snow Street, Spring Street, Stanwood Place, Stony Brook
Road, Strawberry Hill Road, Summer Street, Transfer Station, Waldron Road, Wescott Avenue,
White Deer Circle, White Spruce Road, Woodbury Road and York Street.
Priority Three – Local Streets
Once the Priority Two roads have been and can be kept clear, then work will proceed to the local
streets serving only the immediate area: Bridge Street (from West Street to the Sand Bar), Town
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Landing Road; Fire Wet Wells at Gilbert Farm Road and Route 3; Turn-around at Head of the
Island; and Parking Lots of Backyard, Casino, Grant Park, Central, Kids’ Corner and Town Pier.

Snow Plowing - Sidewalks
While sidewalks, generally, will be plowed simultaneously with Town streets, the Highway
Division may delay sidewalk plowing as needed to accommodate weather conditions, manpower
shortages and equipment breakdowns.
Priority One – Primary Routes
Top priority for sidewalk plowing shall be given to:
Cottage Street – north side
Cottage Street – south side
Eden Street – east side from Mt. Desert Street to the main entrance drive to the Atlantic
Oceanside Hotel (includes portions of the Eden Shared Use Path)
Ledgelawn Avenue – east side only
Main Street – both sides from West Street to Park Street; east side only from Livingston Road
to Schooner Head Road to the end of the new sidewalk on Route 3 past Schooner
Head Road
Schooner Head Road – from Main Street to the Jackson Lab
Mt. Desert Street – both sides from Eden Street to Main Street
Priority Two – Secondary Routes
Once the Priority One sidewalks have been and can be kept clear, work will proceed to:
Cottage Street – south side
Eagle Lake Road – north side from Eden Street to Forest Street; south side from Forest Street
to Parsons Lobster Pound
Holland Avenue – west side from Mt. Desert Street to Cottage Street
Ledgelawn Avenue – east side onlyboth sides from Mt Desert to Cromwell Harbor Road
West Street – north side from Eden Street to 125 West Street; south side from Holland
Avenue to Main Street (unable to plow the entire length of north side due to telephone
poles placed in sidewalks)
Priority Three – Tertiary Routes
Once the Priority Two sidewalks have been and can be kept clear, work will proceed to:
Hancock Street – south side from Main Street to hospital parking lot
Ledgelawn Avenue – west side from Mt. Desert Street to Cromwell Harbor Road
Park Street – north side from Ledgelawn Avenue to Main Street
Rodick Street – east side from Central (Old PD) parking lot to Cottage Street
Spring Street – east side from Mt. Desert Street to Waldron Road
Waldron Road – north side from Spring Street to Ledgelawn Avenue

Snow Hauling
After the roads and sidewalks have all been plowed and salted, and the crew has rested, the
Highway Division can begin hauling snow from the parking lots and those streets where the
traffic lanes are restricted. Each project has been given a priority.
Priority One
School crossings and walks.
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Curb-to-curb snow removal with snow blower both sides of Cottage Street from Eden Street to
Main Street. Curb-to-curb snow removal with snow blower both sides of Main Street from West
Street to Park Street. This will immediately help people to park their vehicles along the road sides
of businesses, medical offices, residences and the hospital.
Priority Two
Firefly Lane, Ledgelawn Avenue and Mt. Desert Street
Priority Three
Municipal Parking Lots
Priority Four
Intersections and corners where snow is restricting visibility
Priority Five
The sidewalk on the easterly side of Rodick Street between Cottage Street and the Central
Parking lot

Mailbox Replacement
By law, the Town has no responsibility for snowplow damage to mailboxes located within the
Town’s right-of-way. However, in the interest of assisting citizens whose mailbox may have
been damaged by a Town snowplow, the Town will replace and install a standard, utility style,
mailbox, house numbers and post when time permits, if the existing box and post were in good
repair and installed in accordance with written specifications provided by the Public Works
Department.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
2-3-87
Adopted by Town Council
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9-5-06
9-25-06
10-3-06
3-12-10
3-16-10
4-6-10
2-1-11
2-15-11
5-1-13
5-7-13
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Poverty Abatement Policy

06-Sep-

2005August 2022
Town of Bar Harbor
Maine law (Title 36 MRSA §841.2) permits the Town Council “on their own knowledge
or on written application (to) make such tax abatements as they believe reasonable in the real and
personal taxes on all persons who, by reason of infirmity or poverty, are in their judgment unable
to contribute to the public charges.” Unfortunately, the law provides no clear-cut criteria for the
Council to determine whether a person is in a poverty situation and “unable to contribute to the
public chares.” This then is the reason for the adoption of this policy.
Proceedings
Proceedings and records surrounding the consideration of a poverty tax abatement are
confidential. The proceedings must be held in executive session, unless the applicant requests a
public hearing in writing. Even the vote to approve or deny the application is held in executive
session. The following motion will be used when going into executive session:
I move that the Town Council go into executive session pursuant
to the provisions of Title 36, §841(2) MRSA, to consider a request
for an abatement of taxes for reasons of poverty.
Applicants seeking a poverty tax abatement have the burden of proof that they are
eligible for an abatement. They must provide information requested by the Town Council to
support their claim of poverty, by filling out the application available from the Welfare Director
(Town Clerk).
The Town Council, when faced with a request for an abatement has two basic options.
They can deny the abatement, if it is clear that the applicant is not poor or failed to produce
necessary documentation; or grant the abatement in whole or in part depending on the depth of
the applicant’s financial distress.
Poverty: What Is It? As a starting point, the Town will conduct a General Assistance
(GA) eligibility analysis. This is useful because people who are eligible for GA, in fact, have
less income than they need to pay for basic necessities. If there are no mitigating factors, people
who meet the GA eligibility standard will be eligible for a poverty tax abatement.
People who are not eligible for GA, however, may be eligible for an abatement
depending on how much money they have to pay their taxes after they’ve paid for other
necessities.
Application Process
People wishing to have their taxes abated due to poverty may apply to the Welfare
Director in writing. Information in the application is confidential and any hearings and
proceedings connected with a request for poverty abatement will be held in executive session as
permitted by 36 MRSA §841(2)E.
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Determining Eligibility
Applicants seeking a poverty abatement have the burden of proving that they are eligible
for the abatement; it is not the Town Council’s responsibility to prove that the applicants are not
entitled to the abatement. The applicant must provide whatever information the Town Council
thinks is necessary for them to make an informed decision.
As stated above, the Town Council will determine the applicants’ financial condition
within the context of a General Assistance eligibility determination. If they are eligible for
General Assistance they will be given a poverty abatement for general assistance to pay the
taxes. If they are not eligible for GA, the Town Council will then proceed to review the
applicant’s income and expenses. Factors the Council will take into consideration during either
of these analyses include: the applicant’s income (both current and projected); assets such as an
excessively expensive vehicle, extra cars, recreational vehicles, boats, real estate, etc.; actual
expenses which may not be reasonable or necessary and which may be reduced or eliminated;
and other sources of income or methods to alleviate their financial distress such as relatives,
refinancing, and public assistance, including General Assistance.
Options for Action
The Town Council may:
A. Deny the Abatement -The application will be denied if the applicant does not meet
the burden of proof that he is “unable to contribute to the public charges”. If the
application is denied, the Town Clerk shall send a written notice within ten (10) days
after they take final action.
B. Approve the Abatement - Council may grant the application in whole or in part. If
the applicants are clearly poor and have little or no likelihood of any prospects which
would enable them to pay the taxes. A partial abatement is appropriate in those cases
where the applicant can pay part of the taxes or will be able to pay a portion of the
taxes prior to the tax lien expiring. If a full abatement is granted, the fees and interest
that would accrue as the result of a lien are also abated.
C. Lien/Interest - Council may record a lien/interest in the property, deferring payment
of said tax.
If the Town Council approves an abatement the Town Clerk shall certify it in writing to
the Tax Collector. The fact of the abatement shall be noted and kept in suitable book form that is
not open to the general public (36 MRSA §841.5).
The following motion shall be used in approving an application:
I move that the abatement request be granted and
further that the Town Council certify to the Tax Collector,
that an abatement has been granted pursuant
to 36 MRSA §841.2 for $______, including fees and interest,
with respect to the real estate taxes committed to the Tax
2
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Collector for collection on______ and this certification is to
be given to the Tax Collector in a writing signed by the Town Clerk.
Appeal
Applicants who have had their request for a poverty abatement denied, or whose requests
have not been acted upon within thirty (30) days, have the right to appeal the denial within sixty
(60) days to the Board of Assessment Review (36 MRSA §843, 844).
Credits
This policy is modeled after articles in the Maine Municipal Association (MMA)
magazine’s Februaryfrom 1991 and 2012, issue of The Maine Townsman.and updated guidance
from MMA in 2021.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
19-Jan-88 Adopted by Town Council
16-Aug 05 Draft Revisions
06-Sep 05 Adopted by Town Council
16-Aug 2022 Draft Revisions
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APPLICATION FOR PROPERTY TAX ABATEMENT
BECAUSE OF POVERTY AND/OR DISABILITY
TOWN OF BAR HARBOR
A. INFORMATION REGARDING APPLICANT
1. Full name of applicant:___________________________________________________
2. Marital status: Married__ , Divorced __, Widow(er)__ , Separated__, Single__ .
3.a. Mailing address:_______________________________________________________
b. Residence address :___________________________________________________
4. Phone number:_________________________________________________________
5. Date of birth:_________________

6. Social Security number:___________

B. INFORMATION REGARDING OTHER MEMBERS OF THE HOUSEHOLD
7. If married, full name of spouse:____________________________________________
8. Spouse's date of birth:__________ 9. Spouse's Social Security number:__________
10. Children, from all marriages, residing in the household, or for whom the applicant is
legally responsible:
Full Name

Birth Date

Residence

Occupation

11. Other members of the household:
Full Name

Birth Date

Relation to Applicant
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Occupation

C. INFORMATION REGARDING PROPERTY for which you are requesting a tax
abatement
12. Location (address and/or map/lot number): __________________________________
13. Approximate acreage: _______________ 14. Purchase date:________________
15. How much equity do you have in the property? ______________________________
16. Are property taxes currently paid by a mortgage holder in escrow? ______________
17. What is your current interest in the property (e.g. partial or full ownership, trust, joint
tenancy)? ______________________
18. Property use: Residence ____, Business ____, Rental ____
19. Year(s) for which an abatement is requested: __________________________
D. OTHER INFORMATION
20. Have you initiated bankruptcy proceedings during any of the years for which an
abatement is requested?____________________________________________________
21. Has any of your property been attached or seized under legal proceedings?_______ If
yes, identify the legal proceedings, the property involved, and the present status of the
case.____________________________________________________________________
22. Are there any liens upon your property at this time?________ If yes, please detail.
23. During any of the years for which an abatement is requested, and the 2 years prior,
have you or your spouse done any of the following?
a) Placed anything of value in which you have an interest in the hands of a
third person? _____ If yes, describe the value and circumstances of the
transfer.
b) Made any assignment of any property for the benefit of your
creditors?_____ . If yes, give the date, name and address of assignee, and
terms of assignment.
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
c) Made any gifts, other than usual presents, to family members?_____ . If
yes, give name and address of recipient and value of
gift.________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
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Was the gift conditional? If yes, describe the
conditions.___________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

For each year an abatement is requested, you must submit:
* A supplementary questionnaire.
* A photocopy of your federal and state income tax returns, all schedules, and, if
applicable, your spouse's.
*A photocopy of W-2 form(s) for yourself and, if applicable, your spouse.

I understand that my signature on this application shall serve as authorization for the
Town Council or its designee(s) to investigate the information contained in this
application and supplementary questionnaire and any and all other information pertinent
to its making a determination on this application. I further authorize the Town Council or
its designee(s) to have access to certain records, be they confidential or not, including but
not limited to financial institutions, Internal Revenue Service records, Maine Department
of Taxation records, medical records and reports, hospital records and reports, Veterans
Administration records and reports, Department of Human Services records and reports,
and insurance records.
I hereby certify that all of the information in this application and supplementary
questionnaire(s) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Date:
_________________________________________
Applicant's Signature
Date:
_________________________________________
Spouse's Signature
Subscribed and sworn to before me this day.
Date:
_________________________________________
Notary Public
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SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONNAIRE
TOWN OF BAR HARBOR
APPLICATION FOR PROPERTY TAX ABATEMENT
BECAUSE OF POVERTY AND/OR DISABILITY
Complete a separate questionnaire for each year for which an abatement is requested.
1. Year for which an abatement is requested: _______________________________
2. Property valuation: __________________________________________________
3. Property tax amount: _________________________________________________
4. Unpaid tax balance: __________________________________________________
E. EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION
Applicant

Spouse

5. Trade or occupation
6. Employer
7. Employer address
8. Employment dates
9. If unemployed, why?
If unemployment was or is due to illness or disability, attach a current physician's
statement describing the type and length of illness or disability.
F. ASSET INFORMATION
10. Were you granted general assistance in the year for which an abatement is requested?
________ If yes, amount: __________
11. List all other real estate owned by you or other members of your household:
Description of Property

Location

Acres
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Assessed Value

12. List all checking accounts, savings accounts, safe deposit boxes, etc. you maintained
alone or with someone else in the year for which an abatement is requested.
Name of Bank

Average Monthly Balance

Checking Accounts
Savings Accounts
Safe deposit box
Other
(CDs, savings bonds, trust
funds, etc.)
13. List all life insurance policies in effect for the year in which an abatement is
requested.
Company and Address

Face Amount

Current Value

14. List all other assets, such as motor vehicles, recreation vehicles, and machinery, etc.,
other than household furnishings.
Description

Date Acquired

Current Value

15. List monthly (or average monthly) income from all sources, for all members of the
household: (submit proof)
Yes

No

TANF
SSI
Social Security
Veteran's benefits
Wages
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Monthly Amount

Unemployment compensation
Worker's compensation
Medicaid
Business income
Other income (child support,
alimony interest insurance proceeds,
income from relatives, etc.)
Total monthly income from all sources: ______________________
Total yearly income from all sources: _______________________________
G. LIABILITY INFORMATION
16. Average monthly expenses:
Actual
Mortgage (principal and interest)
House insurance
Property taxes
Heat
Electricity
Water
Sewer
Cooking Fuel
Telephone
Food
Clothing
Personal Supplies
Prescriptions
Medical/Dental
Life insurance
Medical insurance
Necessary transportation
Loan payments
Child care
Other
TOTAL MONTHLY EXPENSES:
TOTAL YEARLY EXPENSES:
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Allowed by General Assistance

39. List all Debts
Name and Address

Purpose

Date Debt Incurred

40. Abatements for poverty and/or infirmity may be granted if the Town Council
determines that you were unable to pay your taxes or contribute to the public charge in
the year for which you are applying for an abatement. In your own words, state below
your reasons for requesting this abatement, and why you feel you qualify for a property
tax abatement.
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BAR HARBOR TOWN COUNCIL
DECISION ON PROPERTY TAX ABATEMENT
BECAUSE OF POVERTY AND/OR DISABILITY

___The abatement requested is allowed in the amount of $_______________________.
___The abatement requested is denied because ________________________________ .

Given under our hands and seal this _____ day of _________, 20__.

THE MUNICIPAL OFFICERS OF BAR HARBOR

__________________________________ ____________________________________

__________________________________ ____________________________________

__________________________________ ____________________________________

__________________________________

Attest:
Bar Harbor Town Clerk
A decision on this application must be made by the Bar Harbor Town Council within 30
days, in accordance with 36 MRSA, section 841. If you are aggrieved by the decision of
the municipal officers, you may appeal the decision to the Town of Bar Harbor Board of
Assessment Review within 60 days.
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VIIIB Handout
Manager’s Office
Municipal Building
93 Cottage Street
Bar Harbor, ME 04069

Kevin L. Sutherland
Town Manager
manager@barharbormaine.gov

MEMORANDUM
To: Bar Harbor Town Council
From: Cruise Ship Working Group
Date: August 16, 2022
Re: Questions and Responses to the Cruise Management Plan
This memo was put together in response to questions raised in the Email on Cruise. Some of the questions
have been modified to address tone or context, some were eliminated because they were rhetorical or
redundant.
1. Can you address the specifics of what will be included in the Memorandum Of Agreement (MOA)
and Standard Operating Procedure (SOP)?
The MOA has not yet been drafted, but the intent would be to address the daily and monthly
caps as well as limits to size of ship and other industry specifics in a formal agreement with
each of the lines that call on Bar Harbor. Major elements - See slide 14 HERE. Ideally, the
SOP would continue to exist at least until all elements of the SOP are a part of the Shoreside
Vendor Ordinance or are a part of the MOA. Current SOP can be found HERE.
2. Can you give specifics on utilization of anchorage A and B? When might anchorage A be used and
why? Can anchorage B hold 3 ships and can larger ships be anchored at anchorage B?
Anchorage A and B are both federally approved anchorages that exist in federal statute,
along with our right to schedule what takes place in those anchorages. Any private vessel
may anchor in either anchorage but we do have authority to schedule and manage large
ships. Anchorage A will be used when weather conditions prevent the safe anchoring of a
ship in B and when we have three ship days, as per pilots, two large ships are really the safe
limit for the area contained in Anchorage B, therefore the smallest of the three will be set to
anchor in A.
3. Can limits for the use of anchorage A be detailed in the SOP?
This is the language currently written in the 2022 SOP: “The preferred Anchorage is
Anchorage B. On days when one or two ships are in port, ships will only be anchored in
Anchorage B. On days when three ships are in port, the smallest of the three ships will be
anchored in Anchorage A. Anchorage assignments will be given on a first come first serve
basis according to reservation date. The final determination of anchorage assignment will be
made by the Harbormaster and will be in the best interest of safety and expediency of
operations. In times of inclement weather or other unplanned incidents, the Harbor Pilot
may anchor the vessel in Anchorage A, and will communicate this change to the
Harbormaster as soon as practicable.”
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4. Can you give specifics on how many free days there are in a month? Is there a minimum of free ship
days?
There are no written minimums for cruise ship free days. The monthly caps would
theoretically create additional days off (September 2022 has 3). Our best guess for 2024 is
between 4 and 11 days for September.
5. What are the rules regarding how long tenders are allowed to idle?
The current SOP states: “Bar Harbor inner harbor is a NO WAKE ZONE and is clearly
marked as such with private aids to navigation. Tenders are responsible for the effects of
their operation within the confines of the inner harbor including prop wash. Tenders should
be made fast to the landing float and shut down to reduce negative effects on other vessels
operating in the vicinity and minimize exhaust emissions.”
6. Is it possible to maintain the pause instituted in 2021 to continue for the year 2023, 2024, etc?
The cruise industry has, in good faith, been negotiating with the town for nearly six months
to address 2023 and beyond. Should the Council decide to propose further restriction not
agreed to by the industry, it would more than likely be addressed in court. This is based on
our understanding of the law and from the opinion of the town attorney’s (Page 92) and
others hired by the Council, it would not be a favorable result for the Town of Bar Harbor.
7. What’s the difference between a 3,800 daily cap with harbormaster’s discretion up to 200 more and a
4,000 daily cap?
The discretion of 200 is to allow the Harbormaster to accept the 2 ships that are slightly
larger than 3,800 lower berth capacity (lbc) but less than 4,000 lower berth capacity which
currently visit Bar Harbor. This would not be an everyday occurrence, but the larger ships
utilize a greater share of the monthly cap resulting in more days without ships.
8. Why exactly are we looking at increases in total numbers (at least from 2022) for the months of May
through August?
We didn’t do anything to the July and August months other than to significantly lower the
monthly caps from 108,500 (July - 3,500/day x 31 days) to 40,000 because we assumed that
the cruise industry would begin to try to shift fall visitation to summer if possible. As for May
and June, we are reducing the daily caps of 5,500 to 3,800 and implementing the same efforts
with a monthly cap of 170,500 down to 30,000. It doesn’t reflect what the 2022 numbers are in
comparison to the new cap, but will take years to even reach these caps as they need to build
up the market and build smaller ships to fit under the caps.
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9. Can you say more about the Shoreside Vendor Ordinance?
This has yet to be developed because we would first want Council support to move in this
direction and secondly to include those who would be impacted by this. Here are some
potential sections that would be covered by the ordinance:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

License requirement for Tour Operators - Currently the big two are Destinations
North America and Coastal Kayaking.
Limit on number of tours allowed to run per day
Limit on number of buses each tour operator is allowed to operate on a given day in
town
Limit on time buses can stage in loading areas
Limit on number of buses that can be loaded at one time, or on number of tours that
can depart the loading area within a certain time span
Limit on where certain size ships must tender and disembark passengers, for
example ships under 2500 could all be required to use Harborside Pier.
Requirement for certain staff levels to be maintained by tour operators in the loading
area
All of the traffic flow requirements and current loading area restrictions in the current
policy should be continued and added to the ordinance with some modification after
this year.
Provision for spring and fall meetings of industry reps to go over ordinance
requirements and plan for season or perform after action review of season.
Enforcement mechanism for PD for violation of the rules required to be followed
under the ordinance. Consider mirroring Special Amusement permit violation
process, Disorderly House violation process, avoid something that will lead to town
involving the courts for enforcement.

Groups to partner with / work with while writing ordinance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tour Company executives and front-line managers
CFR 105 secure tender facility owners and managers
Customs and Border Protection
Bus companies
Residents and Fisherman
Police and Harbormaster
Council Reps
Committees
Chamber Reps
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10. Do we know what the impact is on our wastewater treatment plant for a cruise ship day vs. a noncruise ship day?
We record the Total Effluent flow every 24 hours. On average we do anywhere from 800,000
GPD to 1,000,000 GPD this time of year. We can easily compare flow on Cruise ship days to
non- cruise ship days. The additional flow from cruise ships at this point aren’t an issue for
the plant, considering we are designed for 2.2 MGPD. The real impact is a Higher BOD
(strength of wastewater) during a cruise ship day. With that being said, we keep enough
MLSS (Solids) to treat Higher BOD’s as we never know what the strength on any given day
or week will be this time of year.
11. Where does the liability lie for disembarking passengers?
Passengers disembark from ship tenders and private tenders to privately owned and
managed docks. The liability is on the private company that does the disembarkment.
12. Exactly how will the cruise ship citizen’s initiative be worded on November ballot?
The Citizen petition must be presented as drafted by the petitioners as required by state law.
The order for the citizen initiative can be found on page 72 of the July, 19, 2022 Council
packet.
13. Is the Harbormaster still taking reservations for 2023 and beyond?
The council voted to make all booking requests made after July 20, 2021 tentative. The
Harbormaster has been accepting requests for bookings, but actual reservations won't be
made until the Council acts to give the harbormaster authority to accept the requests. The
new proposed guidelines would be applied to any request made after July 20, 2021 for the
2023 season and beyond.
14. Does the town count the passengers?
The Town does not count passengers because we go by lower berth capacity (lbc) rather
than counting disembarkments. Reservations are requested by the industry for the
individual ship which has a set lower berth capacity. (on Portcall.com, it is labelled as
‘guests’) The lbc is what the Harbormaster uses to determine whether the limit has been met
for a specific day. Additionally, the town collects passenger fees based on lbc, not the actual
number of passengers that disembark.
In addition to lowering the lbc for May, June, September, and October, the proposal from the
working group institutes a new parameter for the Harbormaster to consider when approving
requests, monthly lbc limits.
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15. How can it be legal to set limits at 3,800 and not at some other number?
The current daily passenger caps were created through agreements with the industry over
the years. The question about whether Bar Harbor has the legal ability to lower or eliminate
the caps without industry agreement is complicated and not clear. See question 20 for more.
Cruise ships are managed under rules for international and interstate commerce as well as
maritime law. The approach proposed by the Working Group for Council consideration is to
limit daily caps to 3,500 or 3,800 per day is a direct agreement with the industry and would
not be challenged as to its legality by the cruise industry.
16. Why didn’t the proposal developed by Council in late August of 2021 go forward?
In August of 2021, the Council made a first attempt to redefine cruise visitation. We used a
suggestion from a citizen proposal for reduction to think about the daily and monthly
experience. We adjusted cruise visitation down when land-based tourism was higher.
We then sent our draft to the cruise ship committee to get feedback on the workability,
feasibility, and effectiveness of our plan. Due to anti-trust trade laws, the cruise ships
industry members were not able to productively participate in the conversation. We also
learned from staff that our approach would be tough to schedule. We learned more about the
regulatory tools and the complexity of our ability to set new caps without industry
agreement. In December of 2021, the council voted to investigate a daily max cap of 3,000
passengers to simplify the August chart.
When our new town manager came onboard, he suggested that we create a working group of
2 councilors, the harbormaster and a representative from the Maine State Tourism office to
directly engage with the industry through CLIA to avoid the anti-trust law issues the cruise
ship committee was encountering. The working group started with the 3,000 daily passenger
caps and added a monthly cap into the mix. Over 6 months, the working group learned more
about the current and future sizes of the cruising fleets and the nuances of visitation - ship
size versus congestion. We believe that with tighter shore-side management and shifting
buses to private property, the Town of Bar Harbor can manage 3,800 passenger days. We will
build tools to evaluate and adjust should this not be the case.
In short, this proposal is the result of the August numbers moving forward through a
learning process. We reduced visitation in the months of September and October by 30%.
Direct agreement with each cruise line gives the Town tools to control, evaluate, and adjust
cruise visitation professionally and in collaboration.
17. Did you have your proposal vetted by the cruise industry? and that is why the cap is so high?
The Cruise Management Plan as presented on August 2, 2022 has been reviewed and agreed
to by the industry lines that currently visit Bar Harbor and are members of CLIA. There are
2 or 3 lines who are not part of the CLIA that we’ll need to work with once the Council has
provided their approval.
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18. The Town has no say on what ships can come to our harbor based on environmental records, yet
Key West gives preference to ships with strong environmental records. How do they do it?
The proposed limits to cruise visitation in Key West were introduced through the citizen’s
initiative process. One of their initiatives limited ships based on environmental ratings.
While the citizens of Key West voted the initiatives into law, the state overruled the town’s
authority to use the initiative process to limit ships which has led to litigation. It's not clear
about whether they will be able to limit ships completely through local rule.
In our case, while the community survey did tell us that the majority of residents were
looking for cruise ship reductions, the biggest concerns were around congestion, scale/ size
of ships and overall balance between community and tourism. The Council chose to focus
on those issues.
19. There are claims that real estate taxes will rise if cruise ships are limited. Do you have data on this
and by how much might they increase?
The town currently has budgeted $665,000 for Cruise related expenditures utilizing the cruise
ship fund, currently paid for by the industry based on the fulfilled reservation and the lower
berth capacity of the ship (not the total passengers that disembark). Roughly $180,000 of
that are direct expenses and without cruise ships would not be shifted to another revenue
stream. The other $485,000 for Annual Operating needs such as portions of salaries and
Capital Improvement projects such as police and fire equipment replacement would mostly
shift to the general fund. At the beginning of January, this was estimated to be $.25 on the
mil rate. For the median, non-waterfront home valued at 400k, this would be an additional
$100 on their tax bill.
Further explanation of this can be found in the initial FY23 budget presentation. Either via
PDF or video.
20. Do we have any rights to refuse foreign flagged ships who are well known for their poor
environmental records and labor practices?
In general terms, a municipality has limited, if any, authority to regulate cruise ships. That
authority is preemptively exercised by the federal government. But the issue is not a simple
one.
All “navigable” waters are within the federal government’s jurisdiction. The United States
Coast Guard (USCG) issues regulations and actively enforces them here, including
regulations specific to cruise ships.
All cruise ships that call on Bar Harbor have a USCG issued license: a Certificate of
Compliance
and/or a coastwise license. In such cases, federal law preempts state law, even within a
state’s
territorial waters.
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See (UFO Chuting of Hawaii, Inc. v. Smith (9th Cir. 2007) 508 F.3d 1189, 1192-1193.)
In this case, a municipal government could not ban cruise ships. (Id. p. 1194.) At most,
“states may impose upon federal licensees reasonable, nondiscriminatory conservation and
environmental protection measures otherwise within their police power,” provided that such
measures do not conflict with federal measures. (Ibid.) But the town’s authority would be
even more questionable, especially any attempt to regulate a vessel beyond the town’s
territorial reach.
Similarly, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), an agency with
the U.S. Department of Commerce has the responsibility to create and enforce specific
regulations about permitted cruise ship activities. NOAA’s regulations would preempt any
conflicting or even parallel municipal regulations.
21. Can you verify an occasion where a 500 passenger ship called for 10 buses?
The specifics of upcoming excursions is proprietary from the shoreside industry’s
perspective. But some of the lines provide tour packages as part of the overall cruise
package. One of the ships in the 500 passenger range has booked the potential for up to 10
busses (500 / 50 = 10). If their cruise ends up with fewer passengers then the max lbc, they
will likely cancel some of the busses.
22. How will you count disembarkation and be able to notify a ship, with a reservation accepted, that we
have reached our capacity for this month?
The town does not currently and will not under the proposed plan count the number of
passengers disembarking from the ship. The reservations are approved based on the lower
berth capacity of the ship. The reservations will be approved by the Harbormaster on a first
come first served based on capacity for the day and capacity for the month.
23. What relevance does the map highlighting Yarmouth have to do with cruise ships? Why are we
shown a map of ports that don’t host cruise ships?
The map was used as a visual aid. Each of those arrows is a straight line depicting visual
distance and showing, beyond its access to a National Park, how Bar Harbor is the closest
and most convenient for travel from Canada.
24. Would you please post the SOP on the Town Official Website under everything with cruise ship in
the title?
The SOP is posted on the Cruise Ship Working Group site.
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25. Has the Town spoken to our counterparts in Key West or Portland to gleem any insight into what
our legal consequences maybe from limitations that we may place on cruise ships?
The Working Group here in Bar Harbor has done a significant amount of work connecting
with representatives in Key West FL, Portland ME, Monterey CA, and Juneau AK to try and
get a better handle on the differences and similarities each community is facing.
All four communities have run into contradictions with state law and/or federal law as
they’ve tried to address their concerns – specifically maritime law and commerce clauses.
Key West, Portland, and Juneau have municipal owned docks which gives the community
slightly more control over calls for cruise.
Juneau sees well over a million visitor each year. They recently lost a court case over use of
cruise funds and have had to scale back the broad use of them.
In Key West it was not a clean process at all and it took years. In the end, the citizen
referendum was not upheld by the state legislature as it was passed and the city spent a lot of
money on outside council to ultimately negotiate an agreement with the industry and the
private pier owner.
Monterey, like Bar Harbor have cruise ships anchored in the bay, but their docks where
tenders disembark are owned by the City. Monterey is also less apt to benefit at all from
cruise, as there are very few ships that visit per year and those that do bus the passengers to
other parts of the state, such as out to the wine country.
The closest comparison for us might be Portland, because they follow Maine law and have
state statute around the role of Harbormaster and ports of call. However, Portland does not
have a cruise ship committee, and they do not have existing caps. Historically, the Council
in Portland does not regularly discuss cruise ships at all, so this referendum is much more of
a surprise than it is for Bar Harbor. The Portland Council has done exactly what Bar Harbor
has done: voted to put it on the ballot this fall. At its Aug 8 meeting, the Portland Council did
briefly consider passing it and directly sending it to committee to be amended, but that
effort failed, so instead they voted to put it on the ballot as is. And there are many
organizations mobilizing against it and suggesting legal action.

26. Do we have any legal consequences if we negotiate directly with the cruise ship companies and not
Ocean Properties?
Any decision the Council makes (or doesn’t make) has risk. By negotiating directly with the
cruise industry, we believe this is the least risky option to work to achieve reductions and
take a step towards addressing balance for the community.
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27. What do the lawyers who represent our Town feel our possible liabilities may be if the vote passes to
limit in town cruise ship visitors to 1,000 per day?
Regarding the citizen’s initiative, we fully intend to address our concerns about workability
(counting disembarking passengers instead of tracking lower berth capacity) and
enforcement of violations in future dialogue with the community, but we believe this has the
highest risk and greatest potential for legal damages to the Town of Bar Harbor.
28. What do the lawyers who represent our Town feel our possible liabilities may be, if the vote fails; and
we proceed based on the contract negotiated directly with the cruise ship industry.
Any decision the Council makes (or doesn’t make) has risk. By negotiating directly with the
cruise industry, we believe this is the least risky option to work to achieve reductions and
take a step towards addressing balance for the community.
29. How many businesses operate in Bar Harbor?
Bar Harbor does not have a business licensing ordinance, so it is unclear how many
businesses operate in Bar Harbor. Other interesting stats, we can offer; the Chamber has
280 members in Bar Harbor, residential represents 74% of the taxable assessed value and
commercial represents 26%, and there are 382 commercial accounts and 3,105 residential
accounts in the assessor’s database.
30. How many owners of businesses operating in Bar Harbor are also residents of Bar Harbor?
The Town does not have the data to determine this.
31. Why are we allowing the Industry to dictate numbers to us rather than informing them that our
Town, not they, will determine the numbers that are acceptable and that we are willing to
accommodate?
Please see response to question 15, 16, and 20.
32. You explained that our Town is geographically critical to the East Coast Cruise Industry. Critical to
whom? Why is that our responsibility or concern?
The Town of Bar Harbor worked with the State of Maine, the New England Region and the
Canada/American cruising networks to build out the cruise ship visitation that we have
today. Itineraries, markets, and schedules are built upon this international network. Bar
Harbor’s role is important both as the gateway to Acadia National Park (a key market draw)
and as a designated Class A port of entry which allows for the ship to clear customs as they
re-enter (or enter) the US. While our regulation and limits need to be based on the needs of
Bar Harbor, we also need to understand how the cruise industry, other cruise ship
destinations, and the markets operate to reach agreements that work and to avoid potential
litigation.
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33. Please explain who is responsible for counting the disembarking passengers now and how
accountable and accurate these numbers are?
The Town of Bar Harbor does not count cruise ship passengers disembarking from the
ships. Their authorization to use the anchorage is approved by the Harbormaster based on
established lower berth capacity guidelines and limits. See question 14 for more information.
34. Would you please delineate for us exactly what control the Town does and does not have over both
domestic and foreign ships using our harbor and disembarking passengers?
Please see question 20.
35. Is the Town or private business ultimately responsible for scheduling, determining, and controlling
numbers, vessels, schedules, docking etc?
Currently, the Council is responsible for approving the SOP, which has historically been
developed by the Harbormaster with input from the Cruise Ship Committee. The
Harbormaster is responsible for booking the ships that call and meet the parameters
established in the SOP (including lower berth capacity of each of the ships that call). The
ships have their own tenders to transport passengers to privately owned docs and/or hire
local vessels to assist with the transfer. The Harbormaster and staff are on site to ensure
safety and compliance.
36. Why are you proposing that the Town NOW draft agreements with vessels for the first time? And
what happens to those agreements if the Initiative is successful?
Most every other community in the country that is visited by cruise ships have started
developing agreements to better manage the relationship between the industry and the
expectations of the citizens to which the cruise industry in choosing to visit. If the citizen
initiative is successful, we are certain it will be taken to court and our hope is that these
agreements are what continue forward instead of the current caps or no caps.
37. Please explain why you feel our municipal insurance will be inadequate to counter suits filed if the
Initiative passes. And if so, can private individuals and businesses donate money to help the Town
fight the lawsuit?
It would depend on the type of case and how our insurance would view our violation of
‘contract’. For example, a claim for money damages, as opposed to a claim for injunctive
relief, would generally trigger a duty of the insurance company to defend the Town on all
counts of the complaint.
Regardless, if this issue went to court, based on any of these scenarios, the Town would
likely have to continue operations as is until it was settled and that may take years.
Finally, the Town would likely agree to accept donations to cover legal fees, but we would
also much rather be in a position where we don’t spend any time dealing with our
disagreements in court.

VIIIB Handout 2

Cruise Management Plan
Working Group’s follow up presentation to Council
8/16/2022

“What world lies beyond that stormy sea [we] do not know,
but every ocean has a distant shore, and [we] shall reach it.”
- Cesare Pavese

Agenda
• Recap Working Group recommendation for Council consideration
• TL;DR, synopsis of the Q and A document
• Addressing the shorter cruise season
• Addressing Risk
• Other Links in the Document

Recap Working Group
recommendation for Council
consideration

Our Path Forward
• Shorter Cruise Season.
• No Cruise ships in April
• No Cruise ships in November

• Monthly Caps.
• May and June – 30k each
• July and August – 40k each
• Sept and Oct – 65k each

• Daily Caps.*
•
•
•
•
•
•

3,800 for May
3,800 for June
3,500 for July
3,500 for August
3,800 for September
3,800 for October

• Limited Number per Day**
• 3 maximum

* Some discretion of the harbormaster to allow current ships slightly over 3,800 to still anchor (up to 200). Also exempts
US flagged under 200 from the daily cap.
** All ships under 200 lower berth capacity are exempt from the daily max

TL;DR
synopsis of the Q and A document

Lower Berth Capacity (lbc)
• “Beds on the Boat” or
guest capacity.
• Harbormaster schedules
the daily allowed based
on the lbc.
• Fees are collected based
on lbc.
https://maine.portcall.com/#!?tab=2&port=Bar%20Harbor

Lower Berth Capacity (lbc)
• “Beds on the Boat” or
guest capacity.
• Harbormaster schedules
the daily allowed based
on the lbc.
• Fees are collected based
on lbc.

Fees are collected based on lbc.
• Regardless of actual
number of passengers
• Regardless of actual
number of passengers
who choose to
disembark
• This is the least staff
intensive and has the
greatest financial gain
for the town compared
to counting passengers

Why does it look like we’re increasing?
• We’re not.
• We’re creating a much
greater level of control
with monthly caps.

(While not realistic) current max bookings in a month

Why does it look like we’re increasing?
• We’re not.
• We’re reducing from
2/3 to 1/2 of the year
with Cruise ships.
• We’re reducing from 8
months to 6 months of
the year with Cruise
ships.

Why does it look like we’re increasing?
• We’re not.

• September and
October booked for
2022 compared to the
proposed cap are both
a 30% reduction for
each month.

Why does it look like we’re increasing?
• We’re not.

• The entire year is, at
full utilization of the
monthly cap, a 10%
reduction compared to
2022.

Why does it look like we’re increasing?
• We’re not.

Daily Caps Per Month
6000

• The daily caps per month
further help show this.
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are all 31% reductions in
the daily lbc compared to
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Addressing the shorter cruise
season

Why recommend no cruise
in April and November?
• In April, the highway crew is often still plowing and sanding roads
when ships come to port. This presents huge challenges with having
comfort stations open, trash receptacles on the street, sweeping and
landscaping done and all other general spring clean up tasks the
highway crew is faced with.
• Private floats are stored in all of the main parking areas of town
property adjacent to the pier and fishermen pay a fee to the town for
this storage. Most springs floats are not removed from the lots until
the middle of May due to weather conditions that make it difficult to
perform work on the water.

Why recommend no cruise
in April and November?
• Weather conditions are often not good on the water in April. Heavy
winds, rain, and fog make anchoring vessels difficult and tendering
passengers on small boats dangerous. It will also force the use of
anchorage A more often as Anchorage B, due to the distance from
port in poor sea conditions, is unsafe to use in times of bad weather.
• Staffing for parking and traffic enforcement who most commonly
work cruise ship details are not hired and in place until the start of
Paid parking on May 15th.

Why recommend no cruise
in April and November?
• The finger floats at the town pier are never in the water in April
meaning we do not have a place to dock the Police boat. This gives us
no means of response to emergency situations relating to cruise ships
should one take place. Also due to poor weather any emergency
response from the USCG or other maritime emergency responders
will be slowed.

Why recommend no cruise
in April and November?
• The user experience for the cruise ship passengers is not the same:
• Restrooms (Town Pier and Newport) cannot operate that early or late because
the pipes would freeze
• Town park fountains are winterized and cleaned up before winter
• Trash cans are reduced to a very minimal amount throughout town
• Park benches along Main Street and Cottage Street are removed for winter

Why recommend no cruise
in April and November?
• Early morning duty runs from May 1 to Oct 31, and consists of:
• Sidewalk washdown and street sweeping occurs daily in the early morning
• Trash Cans are emptied daily and sometimes twice per day
• This routine cleaning would not work well in April or November when the
crews are dealing with snow and ice

Why recommend no cruise
in April and November?
• In April/May, the highway operations are
•
•
•
•

Spring cleanup
fixing any downtown issues
starting (and finishing) any projects
standing up parking meters

Why recommend no cruise
in April and November?
• In October/November, the highway operations are
• shutting the downtown area down for winter and rigging the snow plow
operations
• completing any unfinished projects before winter

Addressing Risk
• Any decision the Council makes (or doesn’t make) has risk. By
negotiating directly with the cruise industry, we believe this is the
least risky option to work to achieve reductions and take a step
towards addressing balance for the community.

Other Links in the document
• Posted to the Cruise Ship Working Group site
•
•
•
•
•

Presentation shared 8/2/2022
Updated Emails on Cruise to include a few additional comments/questions
2022 Cruise Ship Standard Operating Procedure
Questions and responses to the Cruise Management Plan
(and soon to be this presentation)

• Federal regulations the Bar Harbor Anchorage Grounds
• Portcall – software / website used to reserve and book cruise ships
• PDF or video explaining the financials related to cruise revenue.
• Town Attorney’s opinion from 1/19/2021 Council meeting (page 92)
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Proposed New Cruise Ship Caps for Bar Harbor
A path to significant reductions through compromise

BACKGROUND
Bar Harbor currently has two mechanisms for
managing cruise ship tourism:
1. A Standard Operating Procedure (SOP)
document issued by the harbormaster that
has evolved since the 1990s with the help
of the cruise ship committee
2. A daily passenger cap that has been in
place since 2008, reached in collaboration
with the cruise industry (more on these
current caps below)

Following a community survey on cruise
tourism conducted in spring of 2021, Town
Council began pursuing options to reduce
cruise visitation. After meeting with a maritime
attorney in January of 2022, it became clear
that, legally, a municipality has limited, if any,
authority to regulate cruise ships because the
federal government is the primary regulatory
authority. Council determined that the best
option was to work with the industry to modify
the schedule for 2023 and beyond.

CRUISE SHIP WORKING GROUP FORMED
In February 2022, Town Council voted unanimously to authorize the Town Manager to form a
special cruise ship working group. The purpose of this working group was to meet with industry
representatives to negotiate a solution for meaningful reductions to Bar Harbor’s cruise visitation,
especially in September and October.

RESULTS

The result of this process is a negotiated agreement with Cruise Lines International Association1
for lower daily passenger caps for May, June, September and October, and for the introduction
of a new monthly passenger cap, as summarized below.2

Reduced Daily Caps

New Monthly Caps

May and June: 3,800
July and August: 3,500
Sept and Oct: 3,800

May and June – 30k each
July and August – 40k each
Sept and Oct – 65k each

Compare to current caps, in place since 2008:
May and June: 5,500 | July and Aug: 3,500 | Sept and Oct: 5,500

EXAMPLE OF SEPTEMBER 2022:
What would the Proposed Caps Change?
Current Passenger Caps

vs.

Proposed Passenger Caps

31%

Reduction in
Passengers

4

Days
without ships
(vs. 3 under
current caps)

11

Days with
fewer total
passengers

As well as:

2,153

Average passenger
count per day
(approximately a 1k reduction
vs. current caps)

64,640
Total
passengers
(vs. 94,020 under
current caps)

1

CLIA is the trade association representing the vast majority of all cruise lines that call in Maine.

2

 or additional information, please see the town manager’s presentation to council on August 2, 2022, which can be found at
F
http://barharbormaine.gov/DocumentCenter/View/6276/10D-Handout-Cruise-Working-Group-8-2-2022.
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Memo

Bar Harbor Public Works Department
50 Public Works Way
Bar Harbor, ME 04609
(207) 288-1026

To:

Kevin Sutherland, Town Manager

From:

Bethany Leavitt, Public Works Director

Subject:

Revisions to the Snow Removal Policy

Date:

8/11/2022

Purpose
This memo is written to provide Town Council with an overview of the proposed
revisions to the Snow Removal Policy, that was last updated in 2013. The snow removal
policy addresses both streets and sidewalks. Refer to Attachment 1 for background
information.
Proposed Revisions
As shown in the Snow Removal Policy, public works is suggesting some minor revisions
to the policy to reflect 1) language changes and 2) sidewalk priority changes to reflect our
current operations.
Language Changes:
The modifications to paragraph 1 were made to clarify that streets are different than
sidewalks in the manner in which priority is selected. While we plow all the public
streets, we do not plow all sidewalks. I also wanted to clarify that streets will always take
precedence over sidewalks in the event we are down staff and don’t have enough plow
truck drivers to take care of streets.
Sidewalk Priority Changes:
Priority One – Primary Routes
• Changed Cottage Street south side from a Priority 2 to a Priority 1. This
change reflects prioritizing plowing of sidewalks to connect walking
destinations. Hannaford is located on the south side of the street.
• Eden Street, added notation that a portion of the route is the Eden Shared Use
Path. We kept the end point at the Atlantic Oceanside for now. Should other
locations become year-round, this could be revisited in the future.
• Main Street – added the new section of sidewalk that JAX installed as part of
the Woodlands Lane housing project that was agreed upon as part of the
project approval. This section added to the end of the existing route is close to
100 feet of extra plowing and doesn’t pose a hardship or impact the level of
service already established.

Priority Two – Secondary Routes
• Cottage Street – south side moved to priority one.
• Eagle Lake Road - added “south side from Forest Street to Parsons Lobster
Pound” to reflect our current practice.
• Ledgelawn Avenue – updated to reflect both sides being priority two.
Priority Three – Tertiary Routes
• Hancock Street (south side from Main Street to hospital parking lot) has been
removed from the sidewalk plow route due to changes in use in the area.
• Ledgelawn Avenue (west side from Mt. Desert Street to Cromwell Harbor
Road) – changed from priority three to priority two.
• Added Rodick Street as it has been our practice to plow this section. The
section above the Central Lot poses a challenge for our equipment due to the
location of obstacles (e.g., telephone/utility pole) and previous requests to add
this small section of sidewalk have not been accepted for these reasons.
Refer to Attachment 2 for maps of Priority One, Two and Three routes.
Recommendation / Action Requested
Approve the proposed policy changes at the September 6th meeting.

Attachment 1 – Background
Over the years, public works and Town Council have received additional requests for
sidewalk plowing; however, each time it has been pointed out by former Public Works
Director, Chip Reeves, “that presently the sidewalk plow route takes 4 ½ to 5 hours to
complete depending upon the storm. Although we have included the request for the
Hancock Street section of walk in the amended policy, I feel we’ve reached the tipping
point for this route. Further additions will begin to affect priority one and two sections
potentially requiring additional costs to the Town, up to and including materials,
equipment and personnel.” What Chip was referring to back in 2013 was the fact that an
additional equipment operator position and an additional sidewalk plow would be needed
if any more sidewalks were added to the plow route.
Since I joined Bar Harbor, I am aware of a few additional requests to add sidewalks to the
plow route: Hulls Cove sidewalk and several residential side streets in the downtown
area. We also no longer plow the section of Hancock Street that was added in 2013 due
to the vacating of the year-round business on Hancock Street that was behind the request
and the Hospital converted their space from a people service facility to storage.
From an operational perspective, I’d also like to note that if an area of sidewalk is not
plowed for a significant size storm, it’s nearly impossible to get the sidewalk back to a
plowable condition unless we have favorable temperatures to completely melt the snow
and ice back to its bare surface. This is why our position has been to add staff and new
equipment rather than to tack on any additional sidewalks to the already full sidewalk
route.
For all the reasons noted above, the proposed revisions to the Snow Removal Policy does
not seek to add new sidewalks, but only adjusts the policy to reflect current practice that
we feel can be reasonably achieved with current staffing, equipment and budget.

Attachment 2
Snow Removal Policy
Priority Sidewalk Routes
8/12/2022

Priority One

Cottage Street – north and south side
from Eden Street to the Main Street

Priority One

Eden Street – east side from Mt.
Desert Street to the main entrance
drive to the Atlantic Oceanside Hotel
(includes portions of the Eden Shared
Use Path)

Priority One

Main Street – both sides
from West Street to the
Park Street

Priority One

Main Street – east side
only from Livingston Road
to Schooner Head Road to
the end of the new
sidewalk on Route 3 past
Schooner Head Road

Priority One

Schooner Head Road –
from Main Street to the
Jackson Lab

Mt. Desert Street – both sides from Eden Street to Main Street

Priority One

Mt. Desert Street –
both sides from
Eden Street to Main
Street

Priority Two

Eagle Lake Road – north side from
Eden Street to Forest Street; south
side from Forest Street to Parsons
Lobster Pound

Priority Two

Holland Avenue – west
side from Mt. Desert
Street to Cottage
Street

Priority Two

Ledgelawn Avenue – both
sides from Mt Desert to
Cromwell Harbor Road

Priority Two

West Street – north side from Eden Street to 125 West Street;
south side from Holland Avenue to Main Street (unable to plow
the entire length of north side due to telephone poles placed
in sidewalks)

Priority Three

Park Street – north side from
Ledgelawn Avenue to Main
Street

Priority Three

Rodick Street – east
side from Central
(Old PD) parking lot
to Cottage Street

Priority Three

Spring Street – east side
from Mt. Desert Street to
Waldron Road
Waldron Road – north
side from Spring Street
to Ledgelawn Avenue

